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Winter Sports
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A SK S

UNCLE SA M ’S AID

I

A bill establishing more stringent borrow outside and pay interest.
requirements of financial responsi Reed Ellis, House Republican floor I
bility of automobile operators was leader, said.
He said some of the
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
filed in the Maine Legislature Thurs money would be transferred to pay
TOBOGGANING: Excellent at
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
day by Senator Frank A. Potte.- of ©Id age pensions.
the Snow Bowl, Hosmer's Fond.
tion and very reasonable.
Penobscot.
« . . .
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The true picture of the devastation Rev. T. C. Chapman ................. l.oo
SKATING: Good everywhere.
Several of the larger dealers filled
In an effort to help Maine fish
New Money Bill
Persons suffering injury or dam
The Rockland Gazette was established in the flood ravaged Middle West it
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton .... 25.00
their
freezers with fish during the
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab- |
SKIING: If winter comes.
dealers unload large quantities of
A bill asking for $1,750,000 in "new
llshed and consolidated with the Oazette made clearer with each day's press Friend ........................................ l.oo age to property who believed the per
summer and fall in anticipation of
HOCKEY: Games at Hos
In 1882 The Free Press was established rfpcnafnhoc
„
.
.
son responsible to be unable to finan money" for educational purposes was
frozen fish products, Commissioner
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to ! aesPatcnes and the Red Cross funds W. J. Sullivan ........................... 2.00
the usual winter shortage in the
mer’s Pond.
cially satisfy any resulting court introduced in the House and referred
the Tribune These papers consolidated prompt answer to its appeal. The Rockland Encampment, No 36
Rodney E. Peyler of the Department metropolitian
centers. The mild
March 17. 1897.
judgment could seek security for the to the education committee. Spon
. I development of the disaster to unof Sea and Shore Fisheries, yesterday winter has seen more fresh fish
I.O.O.F................................. 5.00
potential Judgment. They could, sored by school teachers and super
POULTRY OUTLOOK
M * * « * * * » * - w » * « * « a t i i'recedented proportions has tremen- Friend
..................
too
sent to the Maine Congressional landed in Boston and New York than
♦
• : dously increased the financial load David Daris ............................. l.OO either directly or through their rep intendents, the bill would set a mini
the market could take care of and as
delegation this appeal:
resentatives.
petition
the
Secretary
of
mum
annual
expenditure
in
each
Fewer
Eggs,
)But
More
Examples work stronger and - , of the National Red Cross and made
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Hunt .. 2.00 S tate for an order requiring the re
a result the frozen products cannot be
“Due
to
the
open
winter
Maine
fish
town and city of $783 for elementary
* quicker In the m inds ol men than * necessary the raising of Knox CounDressed Poultry Received dealers are facing a serious problem sold. Most of the dealers have a lot
Wilbur A. Morse, Friendship .. 10.00 sponsible person to furnish security.
precepts. —Fielding
, ,
. .
school
rooms
or
units
and
$1305
for
„ | ty's quota to $3000.
Mr. and Mrs.,—, Thomaston .... 1.00
as they are unable to sell their frozen of money tied up in these products
At Four Markets
If the secretary believed the per High School units. The S tate would
Previously acknowledged ........$401 75 Naum & Adams ........................ 2.00
products. Suggest th at you ask and will find themselves facing a big
pay
half
ol
this
sum.
-----------------j Walker Brewster ....................... 1.00 Friend ................................... .... 25 00 son petitioned against were of "doubt
Supply (16 percent fewer eggs, 29 President to have government buy loss unless they can sell before sum
The bill also would set up an equilful financial responsibility,” he could
CAMDEN IS NAMED
PhiliP Ttlomas
i oo Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Glover .......... 5.00 order such security furnished within teation fund of $250,000, to be taken percent more dressed poultry received some of this surplus in flood relief mer.
_____
Flora Savage
........................ 1.00 Mertie Young ............................ 2.00
“The fishing industry should share
ten days, if he also believed the re-j from the $1,750,000 appropriation, to at the Four Markets during December program. It would be a big help to
The sports editor of the Bath Daily R. E. Thurston .......................... 5.00 Helen McIntosh ........................ 100
our fishing industry. Products could in the government's efforts to remove
spondent might be held legally liable j assist those communities which could 1936 compared with December 1935.)
Times has selected the “Big Ten" Thurston Oil Co........................ 10 00 Mr. & Mrs. H. W. Hall ............ 2.00
be delivered in good condition. Will surpluses along with agriculture and
for damages. The secretary would 1 not meet their share of the minimum
Production has usually increased wire names of dealers having surplus others," said Commissioner Feyler.
Burdell's
Dress
Shop
...............
5.00
Friend
i........................................
100
Western Maine basketball teams, and
dismiss such petitions, however, if expenditures on an 11-mill property rapidly in January as the late
Charles T. Smalley ................... 10.00 Albert Smalley. St. George
if you can help them out. Ready to The industry pays over $1,000,000 in
5.00
lists them in this manner:
tax basis.
Friend
....................................... 1.00 Red Cross Chapter, St. George 10.00 the individual against whom it was
hatched pullets in the mid-west come supply additional information. This duties and this is spent to benefit the
1. Portland
Judson L. McMahon ................. 1.00 Mr & Mrs. H. C. C h a tto .......... 5.00 directed held liability insurance or
, farmers and others.
into production and swell the receipts is urgent."
From Six To Ten
was insured by bond or deposit.
2 Deering
Rev. E. O. Kenyon ..................... 200 Carinis .................
2.00
Poulin of Biddeford entered a bill at the large cities. Another import
T he amount of security ordered by
3. South Portland
S. W. L....................................... 5.001Mr Si Mrs. C. I. Burrows ........ 5.00
Friend ...................................... 100 j Thursday Charity Club ............ 10.00 the secretary would be at his dis which would increase from six to ten ant factor was the unusually large
4 Cheverus
ihe number of three-minute rounds
5 Lewiston
Wm. Case ................................... 2.001Cora F. Talbot .....
25.00 cretion, but in no case would it be permitted in no-decision boxing con volume of nearby hennery eggs.
more
than
$11,000
for
one
accident.
6 Westbrook
Seliger
.....................
2
00
|
Maud
&
Henry
P
ratt
.............
2
00
Mrs. C. H
Storms during January generally
tests.
7 Morse
E. K. Gould
....................... 5.00 j Mr. & Mrs. L. F. Chase .......... 10 00 Amounts of insurance, bonds or de
• • • •
do not reduce current receipts to as
8. Rumford
Mrs. E. S. Levensaler ............. l.C0|Mr. & Mrs. W. M. Snow......
10.00 posits under which petitions would
small a volume as happens when
General Highway Fund
9 Camden
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary United
Friend ........................................ 1.00 be dismissed would range as high as
storms occur in December.
A
general
highway
fund
bill
pro
10 Sanford
Spanish WarVeterans ........... 5.00 Helen Ames ............................... 1.50 $10,000. Failure on the part of the
Egg receipts are running somewhat
viding for an expenditure of approxi
Speaking of the Knox County Mrs Frank S.Prescott ............ 2.00 Mrs. A. L. Hall ........................ 1.00 person responsible to file the security mately $9,000,000 in each of the next below those of a year earlier. There
entrant the Bath writer says: "Cam Friend ...................................... 2.00 Mr. & Mrs. Charles A.Emer y 5.00 demanded would result in suspension i two fisoal years was prepared Wed were record supplies of poultry.
Last weekend, the largest crowds of weeks large parties have been at the
den, given the call for number nine Friend ...................................... 2.00 Mrs. Walter Chaples ................ 1.00 of his operator's license and his auto nesday by Senator Friend of Skow
Storage (Stocks of eggs 33 percent
the
winter season took advantage of Pond for both skating and toboggan
team, may deserve a better rating Mr. & Mrs. Urban E. Leach,
Unity Guild. North Haven ..... 25.00 mobile registration until he did so.
less and poultry 75 percent more on
T h e secretary also would be re- hegan for introduction in the Maine Jan. 1, 1937 than on Jan. 1, 1936.) j
with its unbeaten record but lack of ! Rockport ............................... 5.00 1A Friend .................................... 2.00
the
Winter Sports Area at Hosmers ing. The well iced chute and the
legislature.
smooth surface of the Pond speeded
major opposition on its schedule Walter H. Lane. Thomaston .... 5.00 I Thomaston Friend ................... 2 00 quired to suspend the licenses and . Senator Friend, chairman of the Egg stocks ordinarily almost zero by
Pond. Hundreds of cars with their
up the toboggans so that several toMr. & Mrs. I Lawton Bray
2.w , registrations of those against whom
makes it difficult to gain a true line Walter H. Lane, Jr., ThomasMarch
1.
Frozen
poultry
holdings
5 M t court judgments in accident cases had committee on highways and bridges, were at a record level on January 1. occupants kept the road to the pond i)Oggan loads crossed the pond right
45 Dr. A. W Foss
ton
on the coast club."
said the bill provided for an increase
Feed Costs The supply of feed ! as busy as summer
to the opposite shore and came to a
Wilbur F. Senter J r .............. .....
Capt. & Mrs. George Horton. .. 5.00 been rendered in the Unted States in expenditures in the incoming year
Rockland Lions Club ............. 25.00 Mrs. R. B Magune ................... 1.00 and Canada and which remained un
grains is the smallest since 1894. with
The skatlng area and the toboggan timely halt at the rocky shore line,
of
$228,000
and
of
$428,000
in
the
fol
tho fv rp n tin n nt 1074 T h e relatively slidewere the scenes of the greatest The toboggans at the bottom of the
Union
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer Kaler ...... 1.00 paid after 30 days.
Judgments would be considered as lowing year. Money for the fund is rapid rate of disappearance of feed activity. Informal hockey games shute were estimated to be hitting
M. C. Stephenson ..................... 100; Mrs. Belle Corthell ................. 1.00
derived from the gasoline tax. the rapid rate of disappearance of feed
For those unable to pay the regu Lela Haskell ............................... 5.00 j Mr & Mrs. H. O. Gurdy .......... 5.00 "satisfied if $5000 had been credited registration of motor vehicles and grains, a substantial increase in live- kept the rink busy Sunday was the about 60 miIes an hour Each night
stock prices, together with rising first real opportunity for many to this week the area has been well
lar fee an Osteopathic Clinic will
Leila Mansfield ........................ 5.001Mr. & Mrs. Charles Sheldon .. 5.00 against those involved in accidents licenses of operators.
wheat and rye prices, have been teke thSlr flrst ride on the tob°8Ran flood-lighted in all the busy sections.
j
Mrs. J. D. Thurston ................. 10 00 ' Ken Hooper ............................... l .00 causing injury or death to one per
be held
For
maintenance
of
State
highways
| chute and a real thrill is was. About
son; $10,000 for more th an one per
Many new members are joining the
Nina
Fuller
......................
-—
■
••••
o
w
'
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Frank
Packard,
Every Tuesday Forenoon Lottie Gleason ------■■------------ 1 w I Owl's Head ............................ 2.00 son; or $1000 for property damage. and bridges and snow removal, ap largely responsible for higher feed twenty toboggans were in constant Camden Outing Club as they make
grain prices since last October. These
in my office at
T he Secretary of S tate could re proximately $3,500,000 annually was prices are expected to remain at use and well demonstrated the fact their first visit to the Area and see
Lizzie Hawes ............................ 100 ; Kathryne Emery Owl's Head
1.00
122 MAIN ST. THOMASTON
allocated.
This
was
an
increase
of
quire proof of financial responsibility
about the current level during the that the chute has been well and what a splendid Job has been done by
TEL. 28
Pioneer Grange East U n io n .... *®®®_Capt. Fred Greenlaw, Vinalof any person who was involved in about $500,000 over allotments for this next month or so.
safely constructed. Even with the the volunteers of our several towns,
Bessie Thorndike .................... 100
haven .................................... . 100
purpose in recent years.
an
accident
caused,
in
his
opinion,
Mr. & Mrs. B. H Nichols ...... 2.00 Mrs. Mary Holbrook ............... 1.00
Prices. Market prices of eggs de light and not too slippery coating of According to last reports the Club
• In each of the two years $1,500,000
j . C. Moody ............................... 100 Mr. & Mrs. Porter Lawry ...... 1 00 j by negligence or misconduct of the will be paid for maturity of bonds clined seasonally in December. Im snow on the chute, the toboggans car- has a membership of over seven
He could suspend the in
M rs. Almond M ille r .................... 1.001 person.
proved demand during early 1037 may ried a good hundred yards out onto hundred. It is a pleasure and privdividual's license and registration and approximately $900,000 for in more than offset the price depressing I the surface of the Pond
i lege
know that one
a member
W. F„ Rockland ...................... 1.00
certificates until such proof was fur terest.
effect of large receipts, so that spring ' The blg open flres at the Lodge ot lhis most enterPrlsln8 organizaRockport
For administration of the igas tax
SPR ING STYLES N O W ON DISPLAY
nished.
egg prices may average above those house provided welcome warmth for tion and this privlege will be more
500
Marion Weidman
"Proof of responsibility" would bp and refunds each year under the tax
of the same period of 1936. The New the many visiting the Area for the and more appreciated as the Club
! Mary Whitman ........................ 1.00
proof of ability to respond to dam law. $190,000 was allocated. Of this
first time as spectators or partici- ’ activities get under full swing.
Willis Carleton ........................ 100 ages for accident liability to the ex amount, Friend said, about $175,000 York poultry market was "glutted''
pants in the activities. The staff at
Realizing that winter weekends are
about
the
middle
of
January
and
j Mr. & Mrs. B L. Richards .... 1.00
tent of $5090 for one person injured would be for refunds to purchasers of
the
Skating
House
at
the
edge
of
the
rapidly
becoming fewer and fewer, it
while prices quoted were generally
: A Friend .................................... 1.00 or killed; $10,000 for injury or death gasoline p o t used on highways.
Pond was kept busy all day and well is hoped that Increasing numbers will
higher
than
on
December
15,
there
From present indications it will be necessary to increase prices.
A Friend ............... .....t............ 100 to two or more persons and $1000
S tate aid roads would receive
seemed to be little activity at those lnh> the evening serving sandwlches. visit and use the Lodge House and
Woolens Are Going Up Fast!
Mr. & Mrs. A. K. Walker ...... 5.00 dam age to property.
Order Now and Save!
$900,000. a decrease of $100,000 as
hot dogs and coffee and other items, other facilities both day and night.
prices.
j Mr. & Mrs. Chas. Lane, J r ..... 5.00
Such proof could be furnished by : compared with recent years. Third
The
skate house also demonstrated Each night one hears of more and
Heavy storage holdings will tend
A Friend .................................... 1.00 certificates of insurance, bond or de I class roads would receive $700,000. the
its usefulness in providing a good more skating and tobogganing parties
THOMASTON,
MAINE
to
keep
poultry
prices
low
during
the
Mr. & Mrs. E. A. Champney . .. 1.00 posit of cash or securities.
I same as last year.
MAIN STREET,
warm place for many to put on tfielr all heading for Hosmers. We are all
12’It
Schools in High School Bldg. 19.47
Appropriations to match federal early part of 1937.
T he requirement for filing proof
skates and check their shoes and now realizing what a great addition
Mrs. Effie Salisbury .........
1.00 of financial responsibility could be grants were new features of the proother wearing apparel.
j the Winter Sports Area is to our win}Mr. & Mrs. Frank Salisbury
2.00 waived by the Secretary of State "at ] posed highway legislation.
ing from $936 to $1,040 the amount to
The freezing weather this week has ter life. Success to the Outing Club
’ Susie Lowell ............................. 5.00 any tfme after three years from the
In addition to $1,000,000 which is be paid for clerk hire in the office of added the finishing touch to the to- is our sincere wish.
John Harkness ........................ 5.00 date such proof was required when, raised through a bond issue, $275,000 the register of deed in Knox county. boggan slide. Several nights th is )
ANNOUNCEM ENT
A. E. W.
Capt. & Mrs. George Lane .... 5 00 during the three-year period preced would be allocated each year with
DR. E. R. MOSS will take over the practice of
Lewis — Lincoln — Appropriating
Elsie Lane ................................. 1.00 ing the requests." the individual "has consent of the governor and council for Waldoboro $500 to repair Dutch
DR. ETHEL CRIE STARRETT in Thomaston, be
Mabel Withee .......................... 2.00 not been convicted" of a violation of to match a federal grant of $1,090,003 Neck road.
ginning Monday, February 1. Clinics Tuesdays,
Mr. & Mrs. F. D. Priest ......... 1.00 th e motor vehicle laws. However, the for S tate highways.
Lewis—Lincoln — Prohibiting the
8 to I 2 o’clock. Office hours 1 to 2 and 6 to 8.
For grade crossing elimination,
Ruth Priest ............................... 1.00 waiver would not be effective if any
i a u i worms
w u iiii.') ifrom
iu iii
o
u&ue
taking of uclam
State
TEL. THOMASTON 110;
RES. 148 MAIN ST., THOMASTON
Maud Carleton ........................ 1.00 judgment was outstanding against the $75,000 would be allocated, to go with
tide waterss unless a person has
$356,000 which the federal governMr and Mrs. E. F. Glover .... 5.00 individual.
five years a resident and is licensed
”
J
Flora Fish ................................. 2.00
Existing law requires proof of finan- ] ment would provide. The State s by commissioner of sea and shore
A Friend .................................. 1.00 cial responsibility by persons “co n -, money would be for land damages
fisheries at no charge.
Dr. & Mrs W. H Hahn. Friend
victed” of certain motor vehicle law and surveys.
Elliot-Thomaston—Causing persons
ship .......... .............................. 10 00 violations resulting in injury or death
sum of $250,000 would be given
whose
fishing or hunting license has
(By Alice W. Karl, Regent t,ady Knox ChapOr. D.A.R.)
. • • •
| for secondary roads to m atch a fedMr. & Mrs. E. J. Mory ........... 1.00
Lien claims will be served on all unpaid real estate
Use Of Highway Funds
oral grant of $224,000. Again, the been revoked or suspended to re
Hazel Day .................................. 1.00
The citizens of Maine should realize [ one of national sovereignty. He has
taxes for the year 1936
Legislation permitting temporary difference in amounts would be to turn license within 24 hours, and al the great privilege of having in their bppn rftted as one of the greatest
Thomaston
Mr. & Mrs. F. D. Elliot .......... 5.00 use of general highway funds by J care for land damages and surveys, lowing suspension of licenses during
.
. .. . . ,
.. i artillery commanders of all times,
Drlinqurnt tax list now being made out and service will be made in
midst such an historic shrine as the
Mr. & Mrs. A. J. Lineken ...... 5.$$ other state departments was rushed j An allotment of $400,000 for con- appeal following conviction.
After concluding his duties as
the immediate future. Settle now to avoid expense.
Dwinal-Camden — Appropriating restored “Montpelier." home of Gen- SerrpUry of War Knox came to what
Miss Christine E. Moore ........ 5 00 through to the engrossment stage in I struction of bridges, money for which
Mr. & Mrs. Leon Leighton .. . 5.00 the Maine legislature Wednesday, j was drawn in recent years from a $1,000 for the next two years to aid in eral Henry Knox, in Thomaston. The js now Knox County, Thomaston,
T. E. MclNNIS,
R. O. Elliot ............................... 5.00 The bill was sponsored by Republican bond issue now exhausted, also was repairing the Hatchet mountain road pity is th at there should have been Maine, and purchased property adin Hope.
Tax Collector.
W. R. Dorman ......................... 2 00 leaders in both the House and Senate.' provided.
need of a replica, but the march of joining that belonging to his wife
8-1O&13
They said it had the approval of o r - ; Road resolves, filed in large numCushing Friends, (Thomaston
Elliot-Thomaston — Appropriating progress takes toll of much that who had inherited it from her grandBranch) .................. -............. 2 00 ganizations which supported a recent-' bers each session by legislators, would $1,000 for each of the next two years should be preserved and In the course father. Gen. Samuel Waldo. This
Miss Mary E. McPhail ........... 1.00 ly enacted law prohibiting use o f ' get $150,003 each year from the fund. for aid in repairing the Pleasant of events the original ''Montpelier ' land, known as the Waldo Patent was
• • • •
Point road, Cushing.
Thomaston Friend .................. 1.00 highway funds for any other purpose
was allowed to be demolished in 1871 acquired by a Royal grant. A grow
Mrs. Lilia Ames ............................ 50 By the temporary transfer of the
Of Loral Interest
Elliot-Thomaston — Appropriating to make way for the railroad.
ing family was demanding much of
Mrs. Viola Hatch ................... 1.00 funds, the State will not have to j Crockett—North Haven—increas- $1,000 for each of the next two-years
When such a man as George Wash Knox and he felt there was great
The same old furniture store where your father and mother
Mrs W. J. Robertson .......... 1.00
for repairing special resolve road in ington chose Knox for his closest need of a permanent home.
purchased their furniture sinee 1904. before you were born. They are
Miss Rebecca Robertson ....... 1.00
friend and adviser in hours of stress,
South Thomaston.
But there was no leisure for him as
still with us, why not you? Every new sale means another cus
Thomaston Branch.
(addi
we can be sure th at the owner of the a private citizen. He threw himself
Dwinal-Camden
—
Appropriating
tomer. They cannot forget our all-time low prices. We are always
cHow you can afford genuine, Socially Correct
tional) .................................... 15.00
ready to trade new for old, also pay cash for any article you wish
$355.75 for the Meguntick lake An mansion was a character of no little into the industrial pursuits of his
Federated
Mission
Circle
........
2.00
to dispose of. Always at your service.
glers’ club. Camden, for repair and importance. When thousands of county with the same vigor which had
Friend ........................................ 2.00
E N G R A V E D S T A T IO N E R Y
construction of fish screen in Canaan tourists, from every State in the characterized his labor for his coun
H. E. Keizer ......................'.............50
Union and many foreign countries try. He acted as commissioner for
lake.
A t t h e L o w e s t P r ic e s
Mr. & Mrs. Levi Seavey .......... 100
have included a visit to this Mem the United States in settling the
ElliotU-Thomaston—A
bill
which
TELEPHONE 1154
283 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
Ever
O
ffered
A
n
yw
h
ere
1
L.
C.
Sturtevant
......................
100
orial
in their Itineraries we can feel boundry dispute with the British Pro
7Stf
would provide that in the event of
Mrs. Evelyn Snow ................... 100
that its reconstruction has not only vinces. He erected saw mills; he
tie
votes
on
liquor
referenda
"the
law
V IS IT IN G C A R D S
would remain as it was before the paid a debt of honor, but has been a opened limestone quarries and brick
100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
Total .................................... $762.17
tremendous asset to the State of yards; he built ships, established
A t These Prices,
styles of engraving, plate Included,
vote.”
Maine.
Social contacts there have trading posts; operated a fleet of
o
n
ly
--------------------------------------------$1.65
W h y Buy
Barker — Stonington — Provid
contributed much to advertise Maine
W E D D IN G A N N O U N C E M E N T S
Ask about our new budget plan for
Imitations?
(Continued on Page Two)
ing for the purchase of copies of the
to the outside world Montpelier is
O R IN V I T A T I O N S
purchase of automobile accessories.
“traditions and records of Brooks
THEY A R E PO PULAR
O n w h ite o r iv o r y stock— w e d d in g o r p la te
Genuine engraving is
rated second only to Mt. Vernon by
Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
ville.”
finish. io s id e a n d outside e n v e lo p e s a n d
the socially correct
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
many of its visitors.
157-13
thing for business sta
W E MADE 125 LAST Y EA R
plate included________________ $8.95
Henry Knox spent all his early
If T had my life to live again I would
tionery—the dignified,
S O C IA L S T A T IO N E R Y
made a rule to read some poetry
impressive medium for
years of manhood in the service of have
RESULTS A R E G U A R A N T E E D
and
listen to some music at least once
Special styles for men and women. A
business or professional
his
country,
retiring
under
protest
a week The loss of these tastes Is a
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
use. Now—at these
We loan you $1000.00. You pay us $10.00 per month for 139
from President Washington at the loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
styles of engraving, plate included_____
amazingly low prices—
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
there is no need to be
age of 45. Unquestionably, Knox
months and the loan Is cancelled. You have paid us back $1000.00,
IN TWO MONTHS NOW
satisfied with imitation
played a very important part in the In two months now or maybe one
B U S IN E S S S T A T IO N E R Y
the amount of the loan, and $390.00 for interest. Net cost of loan
engraving or common
affairs of our nation and it is not The sun will be a different sun
500 business cards or Hammermill Bond
place printing.
ALL
$2.81 per month, and the result will be in the same proportion on
And earth that stretches white as straw
letterheads (8to xll or 7’/4xlOW, plate in
easy to understand why such a man W ith stony icc will crack and thaw
PRICES IN THIS ADcluded, only ___ ________________ >7.95
any loan up to $5000.00, which Is our limit Isn't this worth look
V E R T IS E M E N T
should be so inconspicuous in its And run in whistling streams and curve

L osses In F lood D isaster

♦ Feyler W ould Have G overnm ent H elp M aine
F isherm en In F rozen Fish Problem

W INTER SPORT A T HOSMER’S

T ob oggan s Going D ow n th e Icy Slides A t S ixty
Miles A n Hour

O steopathic Clinic

Dr. E. R. B iggers

MEN’S SUITS A N D OVERCOATS
$ 2 5 .0 0 to $ 4 5 .0 0

A . JO H NSO N, M erchant T ailor

MAINE PA Y S A DEBT

been R eview ing Som ew hat th e Story of H ow th e
Shrine “M ontpelier” W as E rected

ATTENTION, TA X PAYERS!

V . F . STUDLEY, Inc.

V. F. S T U D L E Y

DIRECT MONTHLY REDUCTION LOANS

L IV E

INCLUDE THE COST
OF ENGRAVING THE
PLATE.

ing Into?

RO CK LAND LOAN & BUILDING A S S ’N
18 SCHOOL STREET,
•

ROCKLAND, MAINE
106tf

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

B A IT

H .H .C R IE & C O .
328 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

In still blue-shadowed pools. The nerve
history.
Historians have Of each pink root will quiver bare
nn ee ith
e
r
rionp
iiistiop
tn
hi*;
'
And
orchards
the Aprilbreaking
air
itn e r aone justice to nis cnaracter , wni show
blackInbranches
white,
nor achievements. It was through
roses in the green twilight
genius and __
_
»host'y blue and swell
his genius
prowess
that the Upon gllmmer
their vines with such a smell
As
only
floats
when the breeze Is loud
American people were guided from a
At dusk from roses in a crowd.
! condition of colonial dependence to
-George Dillon

written
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ful few who have so loyally struggled ,
CAMDEN
to make this dream come true.
_____
T H R E E - T IM E S - A - W E E K
Some seventy odd years after the
Mrs Glenn Norton is a surgical
original Montpelier was demolished patient at Community Hospital,
This is the victory that overcometh
(Continued from Page One)
’ magnificence, with its famous flying a replica was dedicated an investment
Mlss Mary Sexton has returned
the world, even our faith. —1 John 5: staircase leading to Uie numerous approaching $200,000. Ten thousand from an extended visit with relatives
4.
sailing vessels; he engaged in agricul- ]uxurjous bedrooms. Back again to people gathered on that day to wit- ln Philadelphia,
ture and commerce in a large scale [ the drawing-room we find the
ness the grand parade. The govern
Mrs. Agnes Grove and Miss Mar
and imported blooded stock. O ver; marveious Marie Antoinette mirro- ment sent the cruiser Omaha which
TH E GARDEN CLUB
jorie Coombs have returned to their
100 men were employed on his vast [ f, onted bookcase which at one time
contributed a battalion of marching hotne in Brookline, ,M ass. havlng
A second-team basketball tourna ning team, the runner-up; also the
contained Knox's 1600 volumes. Here sailors. Prom Ft Williams came the
Talk By Miss Buffum and estate.
consolation winner.
p.
D M '
I
"H* resourceful General built a rlj0 ls Mrs Knoxs uttle piano which 103d Infantry band. Colonial dames been called here by the illness of their ment will be held at the Thomaston
The morning games will be played
aunt.
Mrs.
Anna
Mixer.
rictures By Miss Jameson beautiful mansion facing the Georges was the first brought to this section with their gentlemen rode in colonial
High Gym., Saturday, Feb 13. for at 9 30, 1030, 11.31J. 1230. AfterMr and Mrs. Donald Crawford are
Prove Very Interesting
'River, mostly from material obtained of Maine. The yellowed keys show carriages, farmers and workmen of
on his own estate. His hospitality the mark of time but have not lo s t16j> description rode in vehicles ap- visiting relatives in Boston and vl- the Junior Varsity teams of Knox , noon games at 2.30. 3 30 and the con
solation game at 7.30 and the finals
and Lincoln counties.
The Rockland Garden Club met at uas lavish as was demonstrated when their musical tones. Its unique beau- propriate to their trades. Beautiful- cinity'
at 8 30.
the Bok Home for Nurses Tuesday. the entire Tarratine tribe of Penob- ty still intrigues the interested guests. jy decked floats added to the display
Applications have been sent out to
The 55th annual gift Firemen's ball
The coaches cf the teams will act
the original wan Real Indlans camped on the lawn as will be held In the Opera House on leading schools. The applications
Mrs. Wisner named Mrs. Alton scot Indians, some 500. came there in In four rooms
as officials in these games.
are to be returned to Principal Stur
Decrow and Mrs. Williamson to response to a general invitation for ,wper has been reproduced from I did their ancestors, when bidden by Friday evening, Feb. 26.
A great deal of Interest is being
a housewarming, but
unlike other scraps th at have been preserved. It Knox himself.
William Hobbs, a student at the
tevant or Mr. Wood at Thomaston shown in this tournament. It Is
serve with her on the beautification
guests, remained several weeks, until ;s
to enumerate
all the
celebration. » Bentley School of Accounting in
.. impossible
---- ---------------------------— j Preceeding the vc.cu.awvu,
BUDG ET PLAN
project of the triangular plot of land the General's patience and larder Iove)y pleces of Knox furniture that wreath was placed on Knox s grave In Boston is spending the weekend with High Schools wtucn aia not rece" something new for the schools of
Knox and Lincoln counties to hold
oh upper North Main street, on jwere exhausted and he politely asked have found their way back to the the picturesque Thomaston cemetery. his Parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. Crosby an application may apply by. senda basketball tournament for its
Route 1, intersecting at Broadway. >them
g0 homemansion. The latest acquisition, by ' attended by an interested group inHobbs. Chestnut street. mg in a list of games played and second teams. A good attendance is
It was voted to hold a flower show jKnox was instrumental in
bring- wm of Mrs. Eliza Perry Leary of eluding Dr. Fowler of the Knox famiRegular meeting of Auxiliary to playcrs.
expected. An admission of 25 cents
the coming summer, the chairman to ■*ng many colonists to the Waldo Seattle, Washington, is a beautiful ly.
Canton Molineaux Monday evening
Entries must not be mailed later will be charged for each session or a
W IN T E R STR EE T,
TEL. 88!)
be appointed later. It was also Fat€nt thus contributing to the de- Hepplewhlte sideboard. Legend says
Gen. Knox did not belong to Thom- Entertainment
and
refreshments than midnight next Wednesday,
50 cent ticket will buy a ticket for
voted to entertain the Federation of ' ’elopment of Maine. He lived only j that it was one of the pieces, together aston alone, nor to the State of after the meeting.
Trophies will be awarded the w in -[ap three sessiOn4.
The Lend-A-Hand Club sewing
L'nten to the Voice ol Firettone, Mooday
Garden Clubs the third Friday in | 11 years after retirement to private with the bookcase, which was brought Maine, nor to New England, but to
evenings, over
— Red Network
' life but in th a t time filled a great to America on the ship '‘Sally" for the whole nation. Now that Thom circle met with Mrs. Alta Pendleton
March.
evening and these officers will oe in
WARREN
Mrs. Duff's offer to hah ve Mr. Duff i place ln the history of Maine. H is[Marie Antoinette, during the Reign aston. with the assistance of loyal JThursday afternoon,
stalled by past matron Elizabeth
print membership cards for the com- tamlly continued to live in the home of Terror in France. But the guillo- supporters, has paid its debt to the
Mrs. L. M. Chandler is the guest
Calder, assisted by Marion MacThe Help One Another Circle of
ing year, to be used as admittance I un^l 1854 and at that time enough tine intervened, and it was sold in ' memory of the grand old man byMe ftnd Mrs. Herbert Thomas
at Minn as worthy grand marshal and Kings Daughters will meet Tuesday
CHAM P VS. CHUMP
cards for the meeting at Garthgan- renmined to show that the house had this country. Thus Knox became the erecting a replica of his home, there Northeast Harbor,
Gertrude Morrow as worthy grand evening with Mrs. Ella Caler.
I
-------non Lodge, was accepted.
| been a home
opulence and rare owner of these lovely pieces.
arises another obligation. It must
Regular meeting of the Freemanchaplain. Worthy matron. Naomi
The Dorcas Circle of Kings Daugh- Old Man Thomas Leading
taste.
Hours
or
even
days
spent
in
the
be
maintained:
we
cannot
stand
idly
Herrick
damp.
Spanish
War
Veterans
Miss Charlotte Buffum gave a very
Felton; worthy patron. John Felton; ters will meet Monday afternoon with !
, .
, . . . „
„
Then the stately mansion went beautifully furnished rooms can give by and see it deteriorate. Something Monday evening at 7:30 o'clock associate matronH w innlfred BurkettJ ™
Walker
Jekyll and Hyde Career Un
interesting talk on her trip to Ger
|
under
the
hammer
of
an
auctioneer.
but
an
inkling
of
the
tremendous
must
be
done!
There
are
but
a
few
Supper
at
6
o'clock.
associate
patron
Hmer
*
many, which was illustrated by
the Bowling Alleys
avenues of income, one of which is Mrs.
Mrs Annie Thomas.
Thnm»t Cross ct™
, .
. . -----I Mrs. Edith wyiie ana aids, m ,
street,
means of stereopticon lantern. Miss j relho?
' ess than $iC90 Time task of such an undertaking.
* _ , “. “ J tary,
Louise
Walker;
treasurer,
Alice
V
avn-J nt. ’T S
h o m aSs to nX a s ei r a n2d |1 No, much u, m
--------membership
hr
,be
K„ox
Burke.,;
e
n
d
u
e
,re
»
.
Evelyn
WUX
’
S
iy U U n , d „ l „ ,
,b e
Buffum gave charming descriptions rjassed- bringing many regrets that
. . . .
it
was
allowed
to
be
demolished
Many
Association. Dues are but $1 annual- ‘hodist society Wednesday afternoon,
associate conductress B la n c h e
of the places visited, speaking of the
Three years ago a Home Industries
Miss Bessie Bowers will be hostess B b h o p T h X i n X
^ e
mar T " ™ “
“ ger “
ed' Star AUeys th!S wcek during «>e
great pleasure it gave her to attend a years later it became evident that Shop was opened in the basement of !y which gives the privilege of visiting
at
any
time.
Patriotic
citizens
of
to
the
ladies
of
the
Congregational
shal.
Ruth
Smith;
organist.
Mvrtle
X
d
e
^
W
e
d
n
e
X
X
i
n
g
a
/
a ’
loyalty
and
patriotism
had
not
en
concert at the Opera House, and the
Montpelier. It was to be carried on Maine should feel it an honor to keep * ^ y Wednesday afternoon at her wheeler; Adah. Ruth Tewksbury; 1J n t i S s J X o f' the o Hirers of *“ *
....... ".........
tirely
vanished
in
Knox
s
home
town.
ages of Rockland's ~
pro bowlers.
These
love of German people for music—
A movement was on foot to duplicate 85 an exchange where handwork, an- faith in this humble wav.
home on Mountain street.
R ,.t h t iiii„ n
n , ’J
installation oi me ouicers oi very interesting figures were discov
not a sound being heard during the
„
a, ,
. '
F re e m a n H e rrie ir
> in
Ruth' Lillian Shaw, Esther. Bessie both the Knox Temple. P S. and of
performance Many of the buildings I
home of the patriot, sponsored by tiques. etc., could be sold on commisMaine as a State should support
e evening
. L with
P. AUXlHary Clark: Martlla Maude Felton; Electa. Camden Lodge. K P the officers of ered.
u,c
uuwe.
^
'
’eral
Kn°*‘
Ch»Pter.
D
A
*
.,
o
f
!
a^
~
n
t
t
o
«
honormeets
Monday
supper
at
^
’^ 7 ^ V n " H e l 'e 7 ^ a ?
were magnificent, and the flower
the latter installed by George Qray,
gardens were beautiful, the pink and Thomaston and the Knox Academy
■
m
t g to
T h u lng thJs
g oclock
Team averages:
Herbert
of Warren, District Deputy Grand
vellow roses the largest and lovelies'.
Arts and Science but
la tte r would o t h e X X e L e n
deV° tiOn ‘° h k C0Untr>' and
WePkly
at Me sentinel,
.......... ........
...........Sylvester.
104
HamiltonHerald,
Hall, acting
of Chancellor, and his staff of officers. Rackliff ...........
she had ever seen Trees are closely ^ y ^ h d r e w , feeling that a m t^- unemp]oved b u “h°as
X to r T t o aho p“
d '^ o n g the tall timbers g™ “ c<*>k Grange hall tonight and theE. Camden
will be editor
married
Parsons ..........
103
David Anderson who fractured his
planted and every available space eum better fitted its needs for the
p >
“ to pave the way for future genera- the entire proceeds will be donated to
Carr
..........
in New York next Saturday noon to
109
utilized, with no weeds visible any- " a‘ural history of Maine.
M o n t ^ e r S p ^ u l e x h ib its of s h ip tlo n s t h a t th e y m jg h t
th e
left leg last week, and who received
Miss Mary Borden Turner of London. treatment for it in Portland, returned Norton .........
• • • •
, kJ*'
7 e \ bra , and ah the luxuries that the grand old and refreshments
where.
Roes
_
,
, England. The ceremony will tak*
...... 100
. , , m
. ,, ,
„
hooked rugs, quilts and spreads, both!
,
Not to be daunted, this small group
,
.
.
,
State affords.
Regular meeting of Camden Uxige, pla;e at the home of the bride s uncle home Wednesday, his sister, Miss Mitchell
The verv attractive home of Miss
.........
......
100
" 1modern and antique, have proved a
Knights of Pythias. Monday evening ; and nuRt> Mr and Mrs zlatko Balo. Martha Anderson having accom Glldden ...........
Buffum's brother was shown, with its j of loyal women started the gigantic
a t^ U o n " ’ W a s 'h a ^ e '^ n
........ 98
panied
him
to
Portland
and
return.
with work in the second degree.
| kovlc, 439
51st street. and wH1,
beautiful lilac trees in full bloom undertaking and worked indefatigab-. awardpd for „ cellence
workman
McKinney
.....
ROCKVILLE
........ 97
Rev. W. F. Brown is in Bangor a t be followed by a wedding breakfast. While in Portland they were the Thomas ...........
A noticeable feature of the German , ly for 11 years during which time a x iip s u iu udeslgn
AU
Qf p
c s i B i i . m i b u rv s o i e x q u i s i t e
..
~
........ 95
guests
of
another
sister,
Mrs.
Stuart
homes is the numerous window- $4,000 was raised Dr. Henry Thatcher hand work, including Indian baskets.
* r an ^ rs
Perry were tending Convocation lectures at the The couple will reside in Camden.
Brown.
With the new bowlers being de
boxes, and the roofs against a green Fowler, a great grandson of Knox. fan
{Qund thete’ a7'w rii aTseeds gUMtS at dinner Wednesday of Mr Theological Seminary.
Word has come from flooded Cin- veloped in the city, Carl Simmons of
Today at the Comique theatre Joan
\„ M AI U A \ / c \ i
background
Miss Jameson who pledged his exceedingly valuable col- and seedUngs fQr rQck gardens and and Mrs. Lucius Perry of Rockland
*
(cinnati. Ohio, that Albert Robinson I Sim's Lunch and Tubby Ronco of
showed the pictures for Miss Buffum. | lection of Knox's relics provided a hprbs ra .sed Jn MaJnf
John S. Ranlett who has been ill Crawford and Clark Gable will be
seen
in
"Love
On
The
Run;
“Sunday
Fox
Islanders
4-HCiuDneld a spe- : and family and their residence are Ronco.a
]ead
de
then displayed some of her own i suitable fireproof structure be erected
with
grippe
is
much
improved
Mr. Curtis, who was so exceedingly
and Monday. Barbara Stanwyck and
meeting Jan. 12 at the home of safe. Their home, in the suburbs, is ; p
pictures, beginning with the potato i Persistent efforts were made^to secure
though
still
confined
to
the
house.
Joel McCrea in "Banjo On Mv Gnee " the local leader to accommodate Miss on one of the seven hills there.
1 oc an s star “ Wler Old John,
generous in regard to Montpelier, was
fields of Aroostook in fall bloom: legislative aid and finally in 1924.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Prescott of T ^ y -Sm ar, Blonde.. aIso OH. Ruth Clark, county club agent. Miss' Word has been received by relatives I
instrumental in acquiring the prol°
°f tbe list, due
the cherry trees in Washington; i $5,000 was appropriated.
oc .an ca.,e on S. P. Barrows Rich-Nite. $60 given away; Wednes- Clark gave a mulfin demonstration
to
the
sorrowful
totals
at Bath and
the orange blossoms in Florida and
The Knox Memorial Association
^ " t h e ^ a n r i o r T h e oM Sunday
here th at Everett A. Colson, danger
day and Thursday, "Charge Of The t0 the cooking girls who later judged [ ously 111 at a Washington hospital, is Camden preying he is the Star Alley
the red clover and blue jinson which was formed, sponsored by Gen. Knox ' '
mansion. The old
church with Its Paul Revere bell.. Miss Lena Farrington who has been Light Brigade.
Champ and Bath Chump.
the muffins. She gave a demonstra- responding to treatment.
grows in this section.
[Chapter. D A .R , of Thomaston and
where Knox worshipped, has been ia victim of the grippe is improving
The Star Reporter
The local W.C.T.U., will meet with ' Hon of the sewing machine attachPassing on to foreign lands, the j endorsed by the National Society,
deeded
by
Gen
Knox
Chapter
of
satisfactorily.
*
jjrs.
Albert
Decker
at
her
home
on
ments
to
the
sewing
girls.
Refreshmembers saw the many picturesque [ DA.R., the S tate of Maine Daughters
TENANTS HARBOR
VINALBAVEN & ROCKLAND
Thomaston to the Knox Memorial
Mrs. Inez Bronkie has been ill with Knowlton street Tuesday afternoon, ^ en ts were served. The club met
regions in England. France, B rit and the Maine Society S A Jt
STEAMBOAT CO.
The old mansion was reproduced Associati°n-which made the adjoin- a bad cold.
Feb. 2.
recently at the heme of Miss Carolyn
T e le p h o n e 402
R o c k la n d . M e .
tany. Italy, Holland and Norway. In
B
e
a
d
D
o
w
n
R e ad U p
Miss Lottie E. Ewell was an overThere will be a public Valentine Hyer
ARer the business of the
Miss Edna L. Ames of Thomaston
addition to the wonderful buildings, as exactly as possible from existing ing property exceptionally desirable
*•
P. M.
Mr.
Curtis
expressed
the
wish
th
at
night
guest
Wednesday
of
Mrs.
W.
P.
dance
at
the
Legion
hall
Feb.
12.
meeting
was
transacted
games
were
was
a
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reginald
*
5
.3
,",
lv
swan
’
s
island
including catles and cathedrals, there data, but made fireproof, and July
Ar 8 04
6.30 Lv STONINGTON
................ Lv 4 40
the whole property be used as an Richardson in Camden.
! under the auspices of the American 1P!a5'ed. Refreshments were served, Ames over the weekend.
25.
1931.
it
was
dedicated.
The
Mem
are quaint bridges and gardens,
educational as well as historical proMrs. Cecil A. Rhodes of Camden Legion Auxiliary.
I There were two visitors present. The
Mrs James Hall, who has beer, s.15 Lv vinai.iiaven
.
lv 2 45
containing fountains
and
trees. orial might never have become a
reality but for the generosity of ^ec^' ®ure,v no greater good fortune spent Tuesday with her father Dana
The annual installation of Seaside next meeting will be with Dorothy spending the winter at Orff's Corner. I 9.30 Ar ROCKLAND ................... Lv 1.30
S u b je c t t o c h a n c e w ith o u t n o tic e
Fields of hairbells in London, so
could crown the efforts of the faith- a . Sherer.
Chapter. O E S , will be held Monday Conway.
has returned home.
I4d-tt
blue that the grass could not be seen Cyrus H. K. Curtis who contributed
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MAINE PAYS A

A SECOND-TEAM TOURNEY

DEBT

To Be Held In Thom aston H igh Gym F eh. 13T hree Lively Sessions

F ireproof G arage

above them; flowers that grow much
larger th an in our country; trees
that are plentiful, but never grow
very tall. Miss Jameson told of the
three-day feast held in Brittany and
of the magnificent costumes worn
by the natives, which were all made
the same style, having embroidered
bodides and lace collars, different
only in the color and material.
A collection of flowers gathered in
Norway and mounted on cardboard
was passed among the members and
were viewed with much interest.
The meeting was much enjoyed.

A REVENUE RULING
Much Relates To An EmP d By the
ploye’s T
Employer

[over $100,000. It was impossible to
, build on the original site, and after
much controversy another site, equal- q
ly beautiful was given by Mr and
Mrs. Harry Moody. It was land once
owned by Knox and commands a
sweeping view of the main highway
approach to Thomaston, also the
Georges River up which Weymouth
sailed in 1605. followed in 1795 by
Gen. Knox with his family and
household goods.

"5T"

,,,

I

Two houses on adjoining lots were
[ bought and torn down to give an
| unobstructed view about the mansion.
The new Montpelier is 79x39 by 50
and boasts 14 fireplaces. Plans for
the structure were donated by Miss
Mary Jane Watts at a cost of $8 000
Like the original Montpelier built
from material on Knox's own estate
the mansion was partly constructed
ot cement donated by the only cement
plant in New England, which Ls
___
located
almost in the mansion's back
jard

Commissioner of Internal Revenu“
Guy T. Helvering announces that
amounts voluntarily paid as employes' tax by an employer, without
collecting such amounts from his
"Montpelier" is no monument of
employes, are not wages subject cold stone but a livable home such as
to the taxes under Title VIII of the it was when the Knox family were its
Social Security Act.
occupants. Lilacs and shrubs, many
Title VIII of the Social Security preserved down through the centuryAct imposes two taxes, an income tax are still blooming outside • Knox
on employes and an excise tax on was noted for his abounding hospi
employers, both of which became tality and the same spirit now pereffective January 1. 1937. The initial vades When Montpelier holds "open
rate of each of these taxes is 1 per | |louse •• Ladies In colonial costume
cent of the wages of the employe. I wRb powered wigs, adding glamour
The law makes provision for the em- t0 the imposing eighteen-room edifice
ployer to collect the income tax on extend cordial greetings to guests but
employes by deducting the amount unlike those of old. display the relics,
thereof from the wages of each em- j and boast of their beauty. Age has
ploye when they are paid.
1mellowed and enriched the coloring
After the close of eacn calendar of rugs, dents mar the pewter, spin
month both the amount of the tax ning wheels show evidence of usage
on the employer and. whether or not etc., but there is in all an atmosphere
collected from his employes, the | of newness intermingled with the old ,
amount of the employes’ tax furnishings.
must be paid by the employer to the [ The brick-floored basement kitcollector of internal reenue.
The 1chen. with its many copper pots of
taxes with respect to all taxable huge dimensions and kettles hang
wages paid by the employer during a ing on the crane, where sumptuous
calendar month are required to be meals were prepared is ever a source
paid to the collector within the suc of keen interest. Just off the kitchen
ceeding month. Form SS-1, the ls the milk room with its clothmonthly return to be used by em screened closets, flax wheel, etc. On {
ployers for this purpose. Is available the main floor one enters from the
broad veranda into the beautiful oval
at the offices of all collectors.
A number of employers have made :00m where Knox received, alike, dis
known a desire to pay the employes' tinguished and humble guests Then
tax under Title VIII without deduct- on to the hall which is the peak of
ing the tax from the remuneration of 1
- - ......—= -----------------their employes. They have requested jsuch case, if voluntarily paid by an
a ruling whether the amount so paid employer, ls not considered as addiby them will itself be subject to the [ tional wages subject to either the
taxes under th a t title of the Act. employer's tax or employes' tax 1mThe amount of the employes' tax ln posed by Title VIU of the Act.

i

P tH F fC l CONTROL H
M lL t-k -M lN U T E CLIP
BUSY SECRETARY. A t
tractive Joselyn Libby says:
"Camels put more fun into
eating and smoking too.”

....

“ S k iin g T a k e s G o o d D ig e s tio n /' says S k iin g W iz a rd " A N D A H E A L T H Y set o f n erves to o ,” c o n tin u e s S ig B u e b m a y r,
s h o w n e x e c u tin g a ju m p tu r n ( le ft) , a n d e n jo y in g C a m e ls d u r in g a
h e a rty m eal ( r ig h t ) . " I s m o k e C am els a lo t . I k n o w th e y d o n ’t g e t on
m y nerves. A n d th e y h e lp m y d ig e s tio n . C a m e ls set m e r i g h t ! ”
V ig o r o u s p e o p le c o u n t o n h e a lth y n erves a n d p r o p e r n u t r it io n to
see th e m th ro u g h . W h e n y o u s m o k e C a m e ls , th e flo w o f d ig e s tiv e
flu id s — a lk a lin e d ig e s tiv e flu id s — speeds u p . A n d y o u h a v e a sense o f
d ig e s tiv e w e ll-b e in g . C a m e ls are m i l d e r — b e tte r fo r ste a dy sm oking.
AS A SEA-GOING CHIEF
ENGINEER, George Bucking
ham, says:"Camels keep my
digestion on an even keel.”

C a m e ls a re m a d e f r o m fin e r ,
M o a t t x a e w iiV t tobaccos
.

. T u r k is h a n d D o m e s t ic . . .

th a n any o t h e r p o p u la r b ra n d .

ROSE DAVIS {left), champion
cowgirl, often rides a bucking
bronc twice a day. She says:
"T he jolting puts a strain on
my digestion. T h a t’s why I
smoke Camels w ith my meals
and after. Camels are so mild.’*

R A D IO 'S
N E W S M A S H H IT !
“Jack O a k ie ’s C o lle g e ”
Fun a n d e x c ite m e n t e v e ry m in u te w i t h
irre p re s s ib le J a c k O a k ie a t h is be st.

V E TE R A N T E S T D R IV E R ,
Clyde Freeman (righ t), absorbs
hours o f punishment in a test
car. H e says: " ’For digestion’s
sake—smokcCamels’ is agood
idea. Camels set me right.”

<A<P>rig h t, 1937. R. J . ReynoldB Tobiw co C w n w m y .
WiattoD-^Alea>> Nurlh Carulio*

A ls o B e n n y G o o d m a n ’ s * S w in g ’*
B a n d , G e o r g e S to ll’ s C o n c e r t O rc h e s 
tra . H o lly w o o d c o m ed ia n s a n d s in g in g
s ta rs — a n d — s p e c i a l c o l l e g e

ta l

e n t. E v e ry T u e s d a y n i g h t — 9 : 3 0 p m
E .S . T . . 8 3 0 p m C . S . T . . 7 : 3 0 p m
M .S .T .,6 : 3 O p m P .S .T , o v e r W A B C C o lu m b ia N e t w o r k .
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24
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“Maine's Last Caribou Herd" will
Forgetmenot Chapter, O E fi, of
South Thomaston will hold Its instal be the subject of a D A R . broadcast
Feb. 4 a t 2 p. m. from WLBZ. The
lation Monday, Feb. 1.
speaker will be Mrs. Earl C. Wing,
The police force has been minus State chairman, Junior American
the services of Patrolmen Emery and Citizens.
Hatch this week, due to the prevail
The Rockland-Thomaston games
ing sickness.
scheduled for tonight have been in
definitely postponed, due to sickness.
The community ice harvest at
—The Camden boys' team won over
Crawford Lake was made Thursday.
Rockport last night 45 to 13, but the
As pretty 11-inch ice as you ever
Rockport girls defeated their Cam
gazed upon.
den opponents 25 to 16.

Page Three

(flu ir fh e s

IN A N Y W E A T H E R
Keep your home warm and comfortable with
D. & H. Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE. Per
fect draft-obedience assures you a return in
heat for every pound burned and D. & H. A n
thracite has the flexibility that cuts flue losses
and the reserve power to keep the home warm
when the thermometer drops below zero.

[Nathalie Jones at the piano. Com
rades of the way will meet in the
vestry a t 6:30 p. m., with William
Twenty-five Years a Cardinal
Karl as Assembly Leader and Donald
Thirty-four years ago I left Matheson, coach at the High School.
Miss Vada Clukey, who has been
Manager Cobb Peterson of the Rockland and came to Portland. I as speaker.
spending a week's vacation at Jones- Community Comet basketball team is
• « • •
Every day for four years on my
port, has resumed her duties at the negotiating a game with the Rock
At the Littlefield Memorial Church
way from my home on Munpoy
tax collector's office.
port Ace Club to be played next Hill to the great bank where I was | Sunday the pulpit will be supplied
Each Sunday 2 to 2.30 listen to the “Beneath the
Thursday night at Community Build employed, I passed the Episcopal morning and evening by Earl Achorn
Surface” program featuring the Eandt Trio &, White.
A well-baby clinic will toe held ing. The Comets also, have a game
of Rockport. Morning service at
residence of the Roman Catholic
NBC Red Network.
Monday afternoon at the Red Cross with the strong Augusta Y.M.C.A.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
10.3C; th e music will include selec- j
Bishop of Portland. Over its en
Feb 1 — Camden — Seaside Chapter, rooms, Main street. Dr. C. B Popple- quintet next Saturday in that city.
lions by th e choir and by Miss Lena I
trance. carved in stone, was the
OKS Installation.
Feb. 1 — Monthly meeting of City stone, clinic physician, will be in a t
Flanders and Miss Leona Loihrop.
mitre
of
a
Bishop.
Often
I
would
Government.
tendance.
Every space is sold for the great | see or meet the Bishop, then a Church school is at 11.45; junior C. E.
Feb 1 — Thomaston — Gen. Knox
Community Fair to be held Feb. 22-27 j
Chapter. D A R . guest day a t home of
at 5.15 p. m., and senior C. E. at 6.15. j
young man jn the early forties.
Supt.
Cumming
yesterday
reported
Mrs Kate F Llnnell.
in Community Building. Not only
At 7.15 there will be a praise service
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
I was never introduced to him.
1that absentees from the city schools
RO CKLAND,
T E L . 487
519 M AIN ST.
Feb. 3 — Thomaston — Grace Chapter,
will the huge auditorium be utilized
and
sermon. The music will include
and
never
held
conversation
with
I
amounts
to
between
30
and
40
percent.
O E S installation.
Feb. 4. 5. 6,—Camden-Rockport, Lions Five teachers were also incapacitated but the game rooms adjoining it and
a selection by the choir and a clarinet
aim but he never failed to speak,
Club food fair ln Camden Opera House.
the social rooms and tower hall above.
solo
by Miss Miriam Dorman Prayer
tor
this
man
was
a
true
shepherd,
Feb 8 — Union — Senior class play. by illness.
Samples are available in unprecedent
“Diamonds" at the Town hall.
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30. The
and
he
was
Bishop
of
Maine.
Feb. 10—Ash Wednesday.
ALBION PALMER
Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn, who has ed quantities and the participating
Abbie G. Sanderson Guild will meet
Feb. 10—Coffee party at Community
There was in the bank with me
Building, auspices St Bernard's parish. been a patient at Knox Hospital sev firms are of uniformly high calibre.
a young man, a devout Catholic, Thursday evening with Miss Ruth
Feb 10—Rockport—Open meeting of
Followed Sea In Clipper Ship j
eral weeks, has returned to the Never before in the long and success and now for over a third of a cen Packard.
Garden Club a t Helstad home.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
ful
history
of
Community
Fair
has
■
•
•
•
Era— Led Active Life In
tury. my friend. We often spoke
Feb. 13 — Second-team basketball Catholic Parish home, much im
such a splendid support been In evi
“Gold Tried In The Fire" will be |
tournam ent at Thomaston High School proved.
of the new Bishop for he had only
Community
Gym.
dence or such remarkable concessions
come to Portland the year before. the Sunday morning topic of Rev. ’
Feb. 18—Junior class play “Skidding."
Entertainment features,
Clarence Pettee is doing the clerk obtained.
Feb 18-10—Rockland High School's
Soon I was attracted by his utter Charles E. Brooks at the P ratt Mem
Jan. 22 Albion Palmer quietly
annual Klppy Karnlval.
already outlined in these columns are
Feb. 10—Educational Club meets at ing at the Vinalhaven & Rockland
ances and his writings; for chaste orial Methodist Church. The vested slipped his moorings for his last voy
Grand Army hall.
Steamboat Co.'s freight shed while of extraordinarily high quality. The and beautiful language and clarity choir, under the direction of Mrs. age. He was born in South Waldo- j
Feb 20-22 — Second annual winter
James Pettee is serving an enlistment great fair will top off March with
carnival of Camden Outing Club.
of thought, he was never sur I Lydia Storer, will render special num boro, of a line of seafaring men, and i
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Community Ball in the auditorium
in th e Army of the Grippe.
passed by anyone I had ever bers. Other services for the church after attending the public schools, he
Feu. 22-27—Community Food Fair ln
and every cent of the proceeds will
school and the Baraca Class a t noon; too went to sea. These were the days s
the new auditorium.
known.
Feb 26—Annual ball of Camden Fire
Sunshine Society meets Monday be devoted toward equipping the
I believed and said to my Cath the Epworth League meeting at 6:30 when the clipper ships were in their j
Department.
March 4—Annual "guest day" of afternoon in the Central Maine room. building. General Manager Parker
olic friend that this m an will be p. m„ with Richard Ellingwood and glory.
Methebesec Club.
All those Interested in having a “thrift Worrey is calling a meeting of the
March 28—Easter.
Before he had reached the age of
a great power in th e Roman | Kingsley Strout as leaders, using the
AprU 13—State Fire Chiefs' Convention shop" are invited to attend this meet executive board for 4 o'clock Monday
Church. Truly he has been for he ' topic “Rulers and Ruled, and Going 30. he had become mate of one o f ;
at Community Building.
afternoon at the Chamber of Com
ing and discuss the new idea.
was the third Cardinal created in to School in Africa;" and the Glad them, in fact he had full command
Come In— S ee These B eautiful Radios and Learn
merce rooms.
Gospel Service at 7:30 p. m. A bright, of the ship Belle O Brien on one voy
THE WEATHER
this
country.
William
Cardinal
At a regular meeting of WinslowHow Am azingly Low They Are In Pries
cheery song service led by Ralph age across the Atlantic as his captain
D'Connell, a great churchman?
Holbrook Post. A. L., Mrs. Sarah Lin-,
Clark
and
an
Evangelistic
message
by
was
taken
fjrst
ja
y
out
0{
WEST WASHINGTON
Yes. A true citizen? Yes. A
There are some lonely outposts In nell was unanimously appointed pub
the pastor will be the features of the
Knox County rural communities. llcity chairman of the Post. At the
Mrs. Catherine Wellman and son great executive and adm inistra evening worship. All will find a cor Liverpool, England, and did not come
on deck until the home port was
tor?
Yes.
Their complexion is akin to the same meeting the sum of $10 was do Ernest visited with Mr. and Mrs.
dial welcome at all of these services. reached. Having crossed the Atlantic
All
these
and
more,
but
I
still
nated
to
/the
Red
Cross
for
relief
Stanley Jones in Razorville Monday.
(with pum p)
peony; their frames are so scant that
and rounded Cape Horn many times,
work in the Ohio Valley.
Mrs. Alice Ware and baby from Au love to think of him as the great
they are scarcely more than skeleCHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
CHURCH
he had humorous and thrilling tales
gusta is visiting her grandmother, Christian he was when he walked
to tell of his experiences.
tions. Their heels are firmly set in
humbly the streets of Portland.
The boxing exhibition to have been Mrs. Lottie Bowman.
In later life he moved to Rockland
I
“Love"
is
the
subject
of
the
LesTwenty-five
years
a
Cardinal,
but
the frozen soil. Their countenances given last night at the Tillson Avenue
Merrill Jackson, son of Mr. and
and worked for the W. H. Glover
C A SH OR E A S Y TERMS
are alight with expectancy. The Stadium was cancelled, as one of the Mrs. William Jackson, while sliding from his mother's knee where he , son-Sermon which will be read in
learned to love His Redeemer, for all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on Company until he went in the ship
lonely outposts are the snow fences, Worcester fighters had been injured Tuesday cut his arm quite badly.
yards during the World War. When
John Carroll of Washington was a his long life a humble servant of Sunday. January 31. 1937.
bearing about the same relevancy to and could not be present. Manager
this business died out, he entered the
The
Golden
Text
is,
“The
Lord
thy
the
Christ
whose
cross
in
Mass
the present situation that the fifth Hamlin did not relish the idea of not business caller with Birdell Hibbert
employ of the Rockland & Rockport
God
in
the
midst
of
thee
is
mighty;
and
sermon,
in
life,
and
in
the
giving
the
fans
their
money's
worth,
wheel does to a coach. The cold snap
Tuesday.
Tel. 980
313-325 M ain Street
Rockland
Lime Corporation and was working
sent as a sop to the “Seasonals" was j and called the show off altogether.
Mrs. Lottie Bowman who has been presence of death, he has held he will save, he will rejoice over thee
for
them
at
73
years
of
age,
when
ill
with joy: he will rest In his love, he
of very brief duration. Yesterday ;
-----—
seriously ill, is very much improved. ever before the people of the
will joy over thee with singing." I health forced him to give up his
The annual meeting of the Woman'.-;
Dr. H. H. Plummer of (Union was world; that is William Cardinal
might have been a date out of the
(Zeph. 3; 17).
position. However, he kept happily
O'Connell.
month of April, and when this paper Auxiliary of St. Peter's Church was i at the home of Mrs. Lizzie Wellman
The citations from the Bible in- busy working around his home until
William A. Holman
went to press the mercury was climb held in the Undercroft Thursday Friday. Mrs. Wellman had an ill
ciude the following passages; "Be- within two years of his death,
ing above the 20 mark, with the night. These officers were elected: turn but is much better at this
loved, let us love one another: for j He joined the church when a young
At St. Peters Church (Episcopal),
promise of “rain and warmer." Snow Mrs. Annie Alden, president; Mrs. J. writing.
love
is of God; and everyone that man ^ ncl had been for many years a
trains cancelled.
Sun climbing. N. Southard, vice president; Mrs.
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, services for
Rockland, Maine
Where do you get that winter stuff? j Percy Dinsmore, treasurer; Miss
tomorrow will be appropriate for Sex- loveth is born of God, and knoweth faithful deacon in the First Baptist
GEORGES
RIVER
_____
agesima Sunday: Holy Communion God. He that loveth not knoweth Church of Rockland. Indeed, faithSun sets a t 4.45, but Red Cross sub- Feme Brown, secretary. The reports
Next Sunday at 9 30 a. m. Sunday I at 7-30; church school a t 930; Holy r.ot God, for God is love." (I John 4: 1fulness was the keynote of his char
scriptions will be accepted by lamp- I showed a very successful year,
NOTICE O F QUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS
acter, faithfulness to his convictions,
hz^.1
hold
:
Eucharist
and
sermon
a
t
10.30;
Veslight.
— •—
school and services will be held at
The Lesson-Sermon also includes his work, his family and his friends
I, Ensign Otis, Clerk of the Knox County Trust
-----------------, A month apiece for the alleged Long Cove. Mrs. Victor Ruuska leads Pers at 730
the
following selections from the Though his life was filled with hard
Traveling men are delighted with passing of worthless checks is the the Sunday school. At the schoolCompany,
hereby certify that at the annual meeting
ships and sorrows, he bore them with I
this brand of winter. Like the man sentence handed out by Judge Dwinal house at Long Cove Eino Hill con- j “God Is Our Refuge" is to be the Christian Science Textbook. "Science
of
its
stockholders
held Jan. 12, 1937, the following
a patient and sweet courage, never
on the flying trapeze, they get about ln the case of J. E. Kennedy of Ban ducts an evening school, giving in subject of the sermon a t the First and H ealth with Key to the Scrip
doubting
the
goodness
and*
wisdom
ot
|
stockholders were elected as members of the Board of
with the greatest of ease.
gor. The checks, all in small amounts struction in English. Services will be Baptist Church Sunday morning. The tures" by Mary Baker Eddy: “People
his God.
Directors for the ensuing year, and have qualified as
were cashed by Mrs. W. H. Dinsmore, held Sunday at 1.30 p. m. at the church school with classes for all go into ecstacies over the sense of a
“We can ill afford to lose such
ages will meet at noon. T he Endeav- corporeal Jehovah, though with
The Bean Barrel Club is backing to W. A. (Bangor Bill) Withee, and G.
such by taking the required oath of office:
church.
orer's Inspiration Hour will open at scarcely a spark of love In their men," was one friend’s comment on
the limit one of its members who is A. Thurston. Kennedy was jailed
Under the direction of Mrs. John
Charles H. Berry
M. R. Pillsbury
J6 o'clock. The people's evening ser hearts; yet God is Love, and without his passing.
said to be in training for a match pending the raising of $200 bail.
Anderson the ladies of the Finnish
The
critical
illness
of
his
widow
has
vice will open at 7:15 w ith the pre Love, God. immortality cannot apwith "Bangor Bill" Withee.
Earl
McIntosh
Albert C. McLoon
Congregational Church served a bean
pear. Mortals believe in a finite per- j oolled forth the deep sympathy ot
Twenty-five skaters representing supper at the church Jan. 21. It was lude and big sing assisted by the
Elizabeth Arnts of the Good Will
John
C.
Creighton
John J. Meehan
the Goago Class and Christian En well attended and a great financial organ, piano and choir. Mr. Mac sonal God: while God is infinite Love Uleir raany Mends. Of their five
Farm wll> be the speaker at the Kideavor Society of the First Baptist success. After the supper Mrs. Heino Donald will give his last sermon in which must be unlimited.” (Page 312: children only one remains to comElmer
B.
Crockett
Morris B. Perry
fort her, O.smond A. Palmer of Knox
wanis meeting Monday night at the
Church had an outing at Owls Head conducted services, following with the series on. ‘‘The G reatest Things." 14-17, 20-22).
street.
Copper Kettle. Her talk will be on
William
T.
Hocking
There
will
be
a
baptism
at
this
Charles E. Starrett
Thursday night, and the cheerful songs, accompanying herself on the
Mr. Palmer's interment was in I
the under-privileged children.
service. The happy prayer and praise
bonfire reflected as many happy coun guitar.
ANDERSON CAMP
South Waldoboro, where the large }
ENSIGN OTIS, Clerk.
meeting will be held on Tuesday eve
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet tenances. Games were played on the
company gathered a t the grave attest
ning
at
7:15.
Sons of Union Veterans Are ed the high regard in which he was
BORN
Rockland, Maine, Jan. 25, 1937.
Tuesday night. Housekeepers for the ice, the solitary casualty leaving a
supper at 6.15 gre Mrs. Elizabeth trademark on the features of one fair TURNER—At North Washington. Jan.
Planning
a
Membership
held by his former neighbors.
At the Universalist Church Sun
25. to Mr. and Mrs Roy Turner.
Crockett and Mrs* Lina Carroll. The skater. Kenneth Hooper was master NORTON—At Rockland. Jan. 18. to Mr day morning. Dr. Lowe will interrupt
[Contributed).
Drive
Next
Month
and Mrs. Lawrence Norton, a daughter.
card party in the afternoon will be in of ceremonies. A motor truck served
his series of sermons on the “Fruits
Eleanor
Marie
for transportation.
charge of Mrs. Lillian Cotton.
of Religion" to deliver a special ser The second meeting of the camp
A5*4 about our new budget plan for
MARRIED
mon
in
which
he
will
tell
the
event
was
held
Wednesday
night
with
purchase
of automobile accessories.
Mrs. Gertrude Boody. Grand Ruth,
Friends of ex-Mayor E. L. Brown
CRANE-DUNTON—In New Hampshire. ful story, of his experiences at the Commander Basil Winchenbaugh in F’ll'(,l)ro°f Garage, Rockland.
installed
the
officers
of
Orient
Chap
Aug.—Robert Crane oi Rockland and
recently shipped him a "missionary
157-13
Margaret Dunton |now | of Winthrop. minister's Retreat he attended in the the chair, and a large attendance of
barrel." It is said that some of the ter, O E f l, last night in Union. She
Mass
historic Wayside Inn, South Sud members.
was
assisted
by
Past
Matron
Emma
clothing content would be more suit
bury, Mass. The sermon will touch Comrade Charles W. Schaller is
EASTJJNION
DIED
Colder weather is right at hand. Colds and coughs
able to the Zulus and Moros than It Young of Grace Chapter as grand
marshal. Past Matron Marie Butler of STODDARD — At Rockland. Jan. 30. upon the high lights in this gatli- confined to his home in Appleton due
would to this good looking artist.
J. L. Dornan is in Portland this
are with us now. Wear plenty of good warm clothin"
Addle D. Stoddard, aged 34 years. 6 ering of ministers whose influence hat to a bad cold, and his presence is
Orient Chapter as grand chaplain.
days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock
week to attend the Federal Court as
been
far
reaching.
Church
School
is
missed
by
all
the
members,
and keep from getting sick.
from
the
realdenee,
23
Myrtle
street.
A stray dog of nondescript pedi Sister Inez Cameron was grand or
Waldoboro. Jan. 23, Percy at 9 30 a. m.; noon. Mrs. Glover's
It was voted at Wednesday nights one of the Jury.
gree has recently taken a shine to ganist; Past Patron Milton M. G rif GROSS—At
Oioas.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson enter
Fred E. Leach, the genial Maine Cen fin of Golden Rod Chapter, worthy TAYLOR—At Rockland. Jan 30. Eliza Class at her residence and Dr. Lowe's meeting to sponsor boxing shows in tained several guests at dinner Sun
GOOD WARM UNION SUITS
$1.03, $1.25, $1.56, SI.98
beth E . wife of Paul E Taylor, aged Class in the church parlor. Alpha the near future with comypde Oliver
tral freight boss. Each morning he patron. Mrs. Boody will install the
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS FOR WINTER
75c, $1.60, $1.75
47 years, 10 months. 9 days. Funeral Omega young people's society in the Hamlin as matchmaker. The follow day. Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson of
FLANNEL SHIRTS
goes to Mr. Leach's home at the offlcers-elect of Forgetmenot Chap Tuesday at 2 o'clock from Burpee's
$1.06, $1.75, $2.56
Portland
and
little
son
Marshal.
parlors.
vestry 7 p. m.
ing committee was appointed: En
M A C K IN A W S
Northend, and each morning he rides ter Monday night in South Thom
...........- ...... $5.06, $6.75
Mr. land Mrs. Warren Reynolds
• • • •
SILDA—At Thomaston, Jan. 27. John
sign
Winchenbaugh,
chairman;
ZIPPER JACKETS
with Fred to the Maine Central sta  aston.
...............
$2.98, $3.75
8llda. Interment in Village cemetery
“The Church of The Living Age. George Simmons, K. P. Moron have moved from this place to South
HEAVY WOOL PANTS
COOK—At Tenants Harbor, Jan 29.
tion. resenting vociferously if any
$2.85, $.7.00. $3.98
Hope.
Stephen Cook, aged 88 years. 4 months. Facing the Ages To Come," will be Charles Schaller and Oliver Hamlin,
Wessaweskeag Grange of South
HEAVY WOOL STOCKINGS
body tries to get the front seat. With
......................... 35c, 50c
16 days Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear and
Every member ls urged to attend
from Davis Chapel ln Thomaston. In the theme of the sermon by Rev
GLOVES A N D M IT T E N S
this duty attended to the canine dis Thomaston will hold a public supper,
25c, 50c, $1.00
children
were
in
Waldoboro
Sunday
term ent in Clark Hill cemetery.
Corwin H. Olds at the Congregational Ithe meeting Feb, 10. Supper will be
appears until the following morning card party and dance next Thursday.
where
they
enjoyed
the
new
Theatre.
Church. The unified service of public .served by the Ladles' Auxiliary. All
St. George and Pleasant Valley
IN MEMORIAM
Everything in the way of BOYS’ CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS.
There are but a few cases of
Yesterday's meeting of the Rotary Granges are invited to assist in this
In loving memory of our darling Baby worship and church school is at 10:30 allied patriotic bodies are invited,
measles
prevailing
in
this
community
We are Headquarters;
who
passed
away
Jan.
31.
1931.
a. m.. with the children attending Following the supper there will be in
Club was marked by a mljcellaneous affair as the entire proceeds will be
Mr and Mrs. Maynard McFarland
at
present.
The
epidemic
has
some
classes
during
the
sermon.
The
musiterestlng
talks
on
“Etiquette
of
the
13*lt
program. Col. Basil H. Stinson re given for flood relief victims, through
cal support of the service will be by stars and Stripes" by members of the what subsided.
ported the status of the Red Cross the Red Cross Chapter. Citizens of
CARD OF THANKS
the
mixed quartet, with Mrs. Faith cam p and Allied bodies. Comrade Miss Thelma Esancy has employ
fl-jod fund drive, the goal of which these communities are requested to Mrs. Grace Harrington, of Boston
WILLIS AYER
is >-ubscriptions to the amount of aid in the above work the Granges Massachusetts, wants to thank the Rock Berry at the organ. The evening Bert Thomas, patriotic instructor, ment in Camden at the home of Mrs.
land friends who so kindly sent cards
Thomas.
$3000. Secretary^L. A. Walker read wh0 are endeavoring to do their ut ln honor of her recent birthday cele service will be in the church parlor W1U be in charge of the program,
Mrs. Gretchen Payson and Mrs.
it________
.A, U..
the interesting
message -.—
sent
by tLn
the most in this worthy cause. There will bration. The happiness of the occasion at 7.30, and Sup t. George C. Cum- The committee appointed comprises
was greatly increased by these messages
Lottie
Wellman and daughter Helen
ming of the public schools will speak H. R Winchenbaugh, Charles W.
founder of Rotary, Paul H an is, to be a card party in the afternoon with from Rockland.
Gordon were guests of Mrs. C. M
on the theme “Making Investments." ' Schaller,
the Portland o’ab on the occasion of Florence Baum in charge. Supper at
Oliver Hamlin, Col. I. L.
Payson Tuesday.
CARD OF THANKS
An informal discussion will follow, Cross and K. P Moran.
its 22d anniversary. A message from 6. Dance committee, Harvey Crowley
We wish to express our sincere thanks
die district governor, telling '.lie t*band deep appreciation for the many acts and the hymn singing will be led by
Col. I. L. Cross, past department
of kindness shown during the Illness Jerome C. Burrowes with Mrs.
Ask about our new budget plan for
j u t s of Rotary and their appUcat’Wi
commander Sons Union Veterans,
and death of our loved one, and for the
beautiful floral tributes during our Charles Emery, violinist, and Miss was absent from the last regular purchase of automobile accessories.
to present day progress, was read
OUR A D -TA K ER WILL
recent bereavement.
Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
by President A. IL. Orne. C. W. Babb
Alton. Doris. Kenneth and Donald
meeting due to a bad cold.
BE
GLAD T O HELP YO U
Pierce. Orrin Pierce, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
of Camden was a visiting Rotarian.
The membership drive for AndeiGordon, Cyrus Vlnal.
,son Camp will get under way next
Ambulance Service
Ask about our new budget plan for
CARD OF THANKS
month with a large committee in
I wish to thank Miss Daly. Supt.. of
purchase of automobile accessories.
charge. The goal this year will be
Knox Hospital and her staff of nurses
A New England
for their kind and efficient care of me
Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
i 100 new members. The full program
during my stay at th a t Institution; also
Product, at attrac
157-13
!
of
this
membership
drive
will
appear
Dr. Welsman for his faithful attendance
tive prices. Send
on me.
in a future issue of this paper.
for free samples
H. W. Andrews
AM BULANCE SERVICE
George Simmons, secretary to An
with knitting hints.
S p ru c e Head
♦
Morticians
Visit our yarn shop.
derson Camp, is 100 percent on the
CARD OF THANKS
Open daily.
job and Is very busy with the duties
SERMONETTE

TALK OF THE TOW N

M. B. 6

C. O . P E R R Y

<V

20

S P E C IA L
D is c o u n t

For Three D ays Only W e Will M ake This
Sharp P ric e Slash O n All 1937 M odel

R . C. A. RADIOS

GENERAL ELECTRIC WASHERS
s5 9 .5 0

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

A V R W ’S

The C ourier-G azette
W A N T -A D S

KNITTING WOOLS

BURPEE’S

glit a Cold ?
T o h elp end it sooner,
rub throat and chest w ith

■
Russell Funeral H om e
TEL. M2

• CLAREMONT S T , ROCKLAND
98tf

7/ie

>

.

v>

We wish to thank friends, relatives
and neighbors for their kindness In our
bereavement, for floral offerings and
those who aided In tha use of automo
biles.
Mrs. Henry Gross, Mr. and Mrs Lin
wood Gross.
•

TELS. 450 A N D 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
119-tf

of th a t office. Dues for 1937 are due
and payable and can be paid to Com
rade Simmons at the City store, City
Building, Rockland.

THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, Inc
Concord Worsted Mills
Concord, New Hampshire
144T&S13

i W▲

PHONE
770
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ENGINEERING FEATS
VI hat Was Done In the In- '
terest of Transportation I
Last Year

E lectric “D o o rk ee p e r” fo r Club
P r o te c ts It F rom A ll In tru d ers

Nineteen thirty-six was a red-letter
year for transportation developments
according to the National Geographic
Society which issued today a bulletin I
reviewing the engineering accom- !
plishments in various parts of the
world during the past twelve months.
“The year saw the first conquest of
the Pacific Ocean by huge passenger ,
and mail-carrying airplanes; the
establishment of regular passenger '
service by lighter-than-alr ships [
across the Atlantic, with the passage
cut to less than 62 hours; and a
passenger trip completely around th e j
world by commercial carriers in little
more than eighteen and a half days,”
says the bulletin.

i

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

m e d ic a te d with
throat-soothing ingredients
of Vicks VapoRub.

J

1

2

5

B’

••

Vicks Cough Drop

1
Q

parts of the world on Important canal
construction projects, few such engin
eering works came to completion in
1936 In Germany the short but im- !
portant Elbe-Havel Canal was put
into use. improving water communi
cation between Hamburg and Berlin
Near Myrtle Beach. South Carolina
was celebrated in April, the opening
of the last link in the Atlantic In- ,
tracoastal Waterway between the
Delaware River and Miami.
“The situation in tunnel excavation
paralleled th a t in canal building. In
John Wayne and Nan G rey in "The Sea Spoilers."
Japan. Switzerland. England, and
the United States tunnels of g
r e
a
t ------------------------------------------------------------economic importance were In pro
gress. but not ready for use. Three of
John Wayne now comes to the flicts in the seal pirate leader's dunthe outstanding tunnels under con- screen in w hat is for him an entirely geon. all enter into the proceedings
struction are situated in and near di{ferent kind of story. He plays the before Bob gets hls man and hts *lrlthe world's two greatest cities, New
. . . TTnitkd amid burstin8 shells from the Coast I
York and London. In New York the 1
Guard fleet.
Midtown Hudson Tunnel was 'holed States Coast Ouard ln Universal s | Nan Grey plays hls sweetheart, who ,
through' in September, but will not be "The Sea Spoilers.'' As Bosun Bob risks her life for his love. She enready for use for another year.
Randall, in temporary command of tered films two years ago in "Fire
“Outside the transportation field the government cutter. Nlobe. Wayne- blrd'- followln8 wlth roles ln ‘The
one of the most important engineer-, ls on the trail or a gang of rascally Great Impersonation.'' "His Night
ing events of the year was the start seal poachers, who have also kid- Out," "Sutter's Gold,” and “Dracula's
of electric power generation at napped hls sweetheart. Wrecks and Daughter."
Lieutenant Mays, Coast Guard of
Boulder Dam. across the Colorado stOrms. secret wireless messages, conRiver. which was completed during
________________ ficer, who with hls plane is captured
by the poachers after a terrific battle,
the previous year. The flow of energy
Is portrayed by William Bakewell.
to Los Angeles was begun September
—Adv.
K IT C H E N A ID S
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these cold nights, when the
w
M5
M7
M3
gang gathers In the clubhouse
w
ww
to roast wieners and talk, nobody
51
50
MB
M9
wants a non-member popping in to
Interrupt the meeting—or sneaking
English Channel Gets “Sleeper
bi
53
4
in to overhear gang secrets. Half
F e rry "
I
the fun of having a clubhouse lies
opened. The push button should be
54
in the complete privacy it gives its
“The huge Queen Mary was put
hidden near the outside of the
members.
into transatlantic service during 1936.1
door.
Most boys’ clubs, therefore, elect
and in August established a new
To make the electro-magnet, use
VERTICAL (Cont.)
H O R IZO N TA L (C on t.)
H O R IZO N TA L
a sergeant-at-arms, whose duty It
a piece of 3-8 inch fiber tube, about
crossing record for steamships of four
14-Currents of air
40- A plant
1-Vi»ionary
is to see that no outsider enters the
three inches long. Fasten a square
15- Projectiles
41- Long grass stem
days, seven hours, and twelve
7- Trust
clubhouse. But a boys' club in New
17-Caution
piece of wood, about 1-2 inch larger
42- Pain
8 - Small particle
minutes. Traffic across the busy Eng
England has solved the privacy
18- Sample
43- Small girl
than the diameter of the tube, over
10-Prevcnted from .
lish Channel was facilitated by the
problem in a brilliant manner.
20- Repast
45-Dipthong
acting
one end. At the other end, use a
They have made electricity their
establishment of the first train ferry,
21- Rubbed out
47- One (Ger.)
14- Pale
piece of wood the same size. Bore
doorkeeper. Members arriving at
24- Means of entrance
48- Boxing
which solved the terminal problems
15- Preposition
a hole in it so it will slip over the
the shack open the door by press
25- Blemish
52- lndlgent
17-Poot-lke organ
for such craft a t Dover by the con
end of the tube. Thus, the tube is
28-Con junction
ing a button which releases an elec
53- Harvest
19-C.heek
closed
at
one
end
and
open
at
the
struction of an artificial basin with
30-Withln
54- Sheerest
tric lock. They latch it again when
?3-Symbol of peace
other. Fasten the solid base of
its water level controllable by mighty
34-lreland
they get Inside.
22-Snare
V
E
R
T
IC
A
L
wood to the tube with sealing wax.
36- Darling
pumps. The most important non
?3-Fa-m animal
'The secret lock rigged up by this
Cover the outside of the fiber
37- Wild anim al
?4-Pailw ay eating-cars 1- Land measure
military highway of the year was
club is simple and inexpensive, and tube with thin paper and wind on
39-E. central State of
2- Ajar
?5-Employ
th a t extending from the Texas border
any club can make one like it. If tightly, between the two wooden
United States
3- United
27-Early
the door slides back and forth, fix ends, about 50 feet of No. 22 mag
to Mexico City, which was opened
44-Speck
4- Sallor
29-Sour
---------------- B y Janet Houston —
a small, light latch on it, as shown net wire. If your latch weighs two
5- Entry in an account 46-Units
31- A metal
formally July 1. after completion of
"Dams reaching completion in 1936
MURDER IN THE C. C. C.
48-M aritim e distress
in the illustration. Make the latch pounds, wind the wire around the included the Norris Dam of the Ten
6- A fish
32- Lucld
several costly bridges spanning tropi
signal
9-A pastry (p i.)
JS-p.-ddess of death
of wood and screw a piece of Iron core 175 times. Leave long ends to
cal rivers. Premier military high
43-Metrie land measure
Comedy Drama Which Will
11- English school
’ (Norte Myth.)
at the top. Fasten an electro-mag- this wire for making connections. nessee Valley project; Chambon Dam
way completed in 1936 was the
50- Anger
12- Wander
a power project, on the Romanche
35-More crimson
net above it. Pressing a button and
The heart of the entire device Is
Soon Be Staged In the
51- A ship-channel
13- Afternoon parties
38-Name (Fr.)
Vladivostok, Khabarovsk road ex
River in the French Alps: Albury
sending a current from dry cell bat your dry cell batteries, so be sure
tending for 400 miles north and south
teries through the magnet will lift they are of the freshest and most
Dam. for water supply, at the junc
Maine Camps
(Solution to previous puzzle)
the latch, so the door can be dependable kind made.
from Russia's great port near the
tion of the Murray and Mitta Mitta
'Murder
in
the
CCC."
a
comtav
northeastern corner of Korea, to
Rivers in New South Wales. Aus
W h a le n D irects F a ir
drama from the pen of Miss Grace
Khabarovsk, on th e Amur River, near
tralia; Owyhee Dam. an irrigation
the northeastern comer of Manchu- a11 points from 150 to 400 miles north railway from Buenos Aires to Lake project, in Oregon: and Montgomery
I Hayward, well known New York
tlkuo.
| of the older line.
Nahuel Huapi.
Dam. to aid navigation, at Rochester
i playwright will soon be staged *n
■Still more valuable to Russia is i chief Railwav Construction in Asia 1
Two of World's Greatest
Pennsylvania, at the junction of the
the various Civilian Conservation
the great new 2.000 mile military
Bridges in U 8.
Beaver and Ohio Rivers.
I “The world's other important rail
'
Corps
camps throughout the state of
railway th e ‘Bam which extends to
“The building of new port works
Komsomolsk on the Amur. 125 miles , construction during the year was . "Outstanding transportation^strucout. of. hand development of
Maine according to an announce. , and Industrial cities was
: ment today by Thomas D. Senna.
north of Khabarovsk, and on for an ' also mostly in Asia, The
rne Turkish
lu rsisn tures in the United States during 1936 commercial
.
are
two
of
the
greatest
bridges
ever
i
. in. Asia.
.
State Vaudeville Supervisor of Masadditional hundred miles to a new j| network of rails in Anatolia
Anatolia, which built. The Tri-Borough Bridge in ' concentrated
Russia
rapidly
OMETIMES
the
clatter
of
china
concentrated m Asla
port on the narrow northern end of has grown strikingly in recent years. New York
1
sachusetts
who will be in direct
gets a home-maker’s nerves on
opened July u spans developed the towns of Komsomolsk
the Sea of Japan, opposite Sakhalin.
edge—especially if the children are i charge of performances in New Eng
and
Nicolaevsk
in
connection
with
her
was developed further by the con- Hell Gate Little Hell Gat<, the
Branches also extend south to
land.
new Siberian railway, and construct doing the dishes. Nicked plates and
Khabarovsk to connect with the struction of a 78-mile link between Harlem River, and Bronx Kill, and ed new port facilities on the coast to scratched silver are distressing. A
It is a laugh provoking and hilari
safe and silent way to wash dishes
Trans-Siberian Railway, and north ! Afyon Karahissar, in central Anatolia connects Manhattan, the Bronx, and the east of Komsomolsk. Japan con- is offered by a rubber-covered
ous entertainment of two hours dura
200 miles to the established port of and Antalya on the Mediterranean Queens The total length of bridges linued
deveiop Pashin. a former drainer on a slotted rubber mat
tion written especially for CCC Camp eral Theatre coaches under the man
,
..
.,
viaducts, approaches and special
which may be placed upon a drainNicolaevsk at the mouth of the coast,. . .thus completing
Korean fishing village, to serve as a board. No more broken dishes—the | presentation. A company of 12 pro- agement of Don Ramsay of Boston.
the rail con- t
highways is 17 S miles.
Amur River.
The professional coach of the Unit is
nection between the Black and Medi,.The -Bay Bridge- connecting San deepwater port for trade between the silver is unharmed. Solid "rubber i fessional actors and actresses con
“The new railway has the advan
nected with the Federal Theatre A1 Gellis. Supervisor of the company. T
Japanese islands and Manchutikuo. mats are convenient to have on the
Francisco and Oakland across San
tage of lying relatively far inside terranean Seas.
In the United States Brownsville, drainboard when preparing meals, 1comprise the regular cast. They will An advance director and publicity
Russian territory, whereas the old ! “In central China, laying of rails Francisco Bay was put into use Texas, near the mouth of the Rio for hot pans shifted from the gas ' be augmented by a group of 30 CCC man Harvey B Collins precedes the
range may be placed thereon with
Trans-Siberian Railway parallels th e on the lon8 uncompleted portion of November 12. It has an over-all Grande, was dedicated in May as the out
leaving marks upon the finish of 1boys at each camp selected by the regular company and holds a pre
newest seaport
Amur only a few miles north of the Hankow-Canton line provided for length of l l 'i miles and includes a
any r. 're?.
Company Commander and Educa liminary rehearsal the day before the I
Japanese-controlled
Manchutikuo. the first time a continuous rail sys- ' 1400-foot cantilever section, the long
performance.
tional Advisor.
The new rails branch from the T rans- tern between Canton and Hong Kong est ever constructed.
The show is produced in the camp , The entire production is made pos
“The Netherlands gained two im
Siberian 2.000 miles west of the in the east, and Paris and Calais in
theatres without any costumes or ’sible by the Sponsorship of the
portant bridges during the year: one
Pacific at the town Taishet. They the west.
special scenery. The hall is arranged Works Progress Administration.
pass 50 miles north of Lake Baikal
“In South America building of a 50 over the Waal River (a portion of the
:
to resemble a court room Laugh
(the Trans-Siberian runs south of mile extension in northern Patagonia Rhine) at Nimwegen. 65 miles east of
after laugh Is created by the CCC GEORGES'RIVER ROAD
Baikal) and extend on eastwasd. a t completed an 1100-mile Argentine Rotterdam; and the other over the
by JO H N BARCLAY, Heating Expert ' boy
participants who ln many cases
------Holland Deep, broad estuary of the
N E W YORK (Special).—Grover
forget their lines and attempt to im- j
Champion Chick Raisers,
Whalen, President of the New York
combined Waal and Maas, near the
provise with the result that their boys' 4-H Club held their last meet-. W orld’s Fair Corporation, who al
F L O R ID A
southern border of the Netherlands.
length of pipe will be needed. In
| efforts are In many cases funnier ! ing at the home of one of its mem ready has in process actual construc
Simple
Way
to
Avoid
“A highway bridge across the Firth
it have small holes drilled and
tion of the 1939 international ex
than the original script.
cap the free end.
of Forth at Kincardine. Scotland was
bers, Walter Henry, Beechwoods position dedicated to a more effective
Dust When Shaking
Snow or rain, weather or not. the
relationship between man and his
Ju st before shaking the grates,
opened to traffic in October.
street. Thomaston. It was voted to world, and who through invitations
G rates and T akin g
turn on the spray. It will throw
show must go on. and true to this
extended to all states of the Union
a fine mist over the whole ashpit,
New York City Gai"s West Side
tradition of the stage, Unit “g'' of the donate one dollar to the Will Hut urges them to participate by send
Ashes From Pit
Convenient to all points o f interest—Modern in every way.
wetting down the ashes as they
ton
fund
at
U.
of
M.
Refreshments
Traffic
Outlet
Federal Theatre of Massachusetts
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
ing exhibits to the “Hall of States”
drop through the grate openings
’T ’ here is an easy way to keep
which surround the hoteL M a n y rooms with private balconies.
T dust from sifting through the
have pledged themselves to appear were served. Next meeting at home where they may be viewed by the
and settling the dust immediate
“Among bridges completed in 1936
50,000,000 visitors expected from all
ly. Then remove
c r a c k s o f th e
at each camp at the scheduled time of local leader on Feb. 3.
parts of the world.
nearer home were the Mark Twain
ashpit door when
the ashes from
regardless of weather which accord
the ashpit. They
shaking furnace f
Booklet
Memorial Bridge across the MissisJune to
w
w
x
ing to reports Is very fickle at this
Automobiles washed, expert work- |
grates. Quite a
will be sufficient
October
on
sipppi at Hannibal, Missouri, and
few readers have
time of year.
ly wet to prevent
men,
power washer, 99c. Fireproof
Application
Maine has 22,401 miles of roads.
Hotel
th e d u s t f ro m
I spans over the Missouri River at ; a s k e d me how
The unit travels in their own Fed- Garage. Rockland.
157-13
Maselynn
it can be done,
rising and set
Washington, Missouri, and over the
Stamlora
an d I ’m s u r e
tlin g s the cellar.
Corner Second Street
H. H. Maao
Del. Co.
many more of you will be inter
The eost and installation of
Fore River. Massachusetts, near Wey
N. Y.
ested. Here’s how:
such a spray will he but little,
Manager
and F irs t A venae
mouth.
Have a spray made of small
and it certainly will save you
M o d e ra te Rates
considerable work in dusting off
“New York City's west side traffic I pipe, connected with the cold
water system installed in the ash
things on which the dust would
Dining Boom Service Unsurpassed
received a long-needed outlet t o ; pit of the furnace. Only a short
otherwise settle.
(21)
Westchester with the opening in
December of the Henry Hudson
Bridge over Spuyten Duyvil Creek at
the northwest corner of Manhattan
“ M ovie Spotlight”
Island. Nearer the heart of NewYork City, the West Express Highway
C H A R L E S Q U IG L E Y S
UNCLE H THE MAY OB OF HEN BO'TAI
(raised above the normal street level)
AND N /i AUMF TNE FOUNDED OF A
received a link from 46th Street to
DQ AM ATiC SCHOOL..
GULF STREAM HOTEL
72nd Street, providing an uninter
LAKE WORTH, FLORIDA
sected traffic lane from Canal Street
ROSALIND KEITHS MOST
In the Palm Beach Area. S ix miles south o f Palm Beach,
S EA SU B ED POSSES5/OH H A BEDBOom
to the southern end of Riverside
SULTE MADE B Y HEB 6BE4T-CBEAr.fB4F0Drive. The Henry Hudson Highway,
Everything Florida Has— W e Have. Hotel directly faces Lake
fatheq as a g/f t fob h/s bd/de.
Worth, O nly one-half mile fro m one of the finest beaches on
In connection with the bridge over
the A tlan tic Coast. Picturesque and interesting G olf Course
Spuyten Duyvil. In turn extends
100 yards away. Horseback Riding—Tennis. One and oneRiverside Drive at its northern end
quarter hours from Hialeah Race Track, M iam i.
and leads to Westchester Parkway
L. R. H A W K IN S , General Manager
drives.
156-tf
“In Russia many miles of modern
highway were contructed leading
from Moscow toward the borders of
Poland; in Germany there were addi
tions to the country's network of
P IT A LA BOYS W
high speed roads; in England the
OO6 ' p o /mt n z l ' i t a o rti tooumb.
highway system was improved by the
tu t jtt 4 lipstick pkksd uo
RATES:
!M B lT A i D B tS U /6 BOOM AT COLUMBIA.
construction of by-pass roads lead
Jingle ’ 2 » - 5 « - 3 U
ing around villages; and in various
to Y o u r hotel in B O S T O N
OeuUe
parts of the United S tates thousands
1of miles of new and improved high
Au WOOM* wrr« lATfl
500R oO M J
w«<Kly
ways were built.
rw •••
"In Argentina a 222-mile stretch of
New York (Special)—The Board of Directors of tional Bank of Far Rockaway; George McAneny.
the New York World’s Fair Corporation, meeting at President, Title Guarantee & Trust Company; Grover
R A D IO
paved road—a link in the Pan Ameri
headquarters in the Empire State building, Manhattan, Whalen (standing); Frank J. Taylor, City Comp
S E R V ID O R
can Highway—was inaugurated in
hear Grover Whalen, President, outline the progress troller; Harvey D, Gibson, President, Manufacturers
TUB -.SHOW ER
December; in Ethiopia Italian engin
being made toward the 1939 Fair as envisioned by a Trust Company; Mortimer N. Buckner, Chairman.
New York Trust Company; Janies G. Blaine, Presi
eers continued to replace age-old
table model prepared by the Board of Design.
I The directors’ names form an imposing list. About dent, Marine Midland Trust Company; Morgan J.
trails of dust and mud with hardthe table, left to right, are: Louis W. Kaufmann, Presi O’Brien, of Conboy, Hewitt, O’Brien & Boardman;
surface highways; a 500-mile modern
valco
dent, Chamber of Commerce of Staten Island; W. Cornelius F. Kelley, President, Anaconda Copper Min
*» NORTH S T A T IO N
uo
im
am
ao
M
/e
A
M
rce-r/iA
T
ct/rm
n
t
a
slimi
AMD
road connecting the capitals of
Franklyn Paris, United States Commissioner to the ing Company; George A. Brownell, of Davis, Polk,
•< $TEP-/<**"y»*n TRAIN' t i j m ' ROOM
Paris Exposition; Bayard F. Pope, Chairman, Marine Wardwell, Gardiner and Reed. Seated toward back
Shensi and Szechwan Provinces was
Midland Corporation; Matthew Woll, Vice President, ground, left to right, are Fair officials; W. Earle^Anopened in China.
mab to er Suppucd t/rru ctaeonor chyitah
American Federation of Labor; Timothy J, Sullivan, drews, General Manager; Harold Thorne; Charles Q
K flB rtOM temt orrteamf t r (imcwD'criOf.
Few Canals and Tunnels Completed
President of the Board of Aldermen of New York Green, Secretary; Commander Howard A. Flanigan,
Co'umMa Feature S»r'
“While work progressed in various
CitYiJohiLlL Burton, President and Chairman, N»- Administrative Assistant to the Presidents

S
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Every-Other-Day
ISAAC M. JIPSON

W ALDO BO RO

| STR A N D SU N D A Y , M ONDAY, TUESDAY

Isaac M. Jipson died at his home.
91 Plpasant street, Jan. 10, after a
lew days' illness. Mr. Jipson had
been a semi-invalid for about 11 years
and had not therefore, mingled with
the people as frequently as during the
time of his activity.
H e' was born in Lincoln, Dec. 30.
1855. the son of Isaac and Hannah
(Bowen) Jipson. He had three sis
ters and a brother and came to Rock- I
port (then a part of the town o f '
Camden) with his parents, when a i

OUR

J

O W N

THEY W ENT FAST

Mrs. Eudora Miller entertained the
"Hatch
Tells Us About
Susannah Wesley Society at the
Trotting Horses Which
Thursday meeting.
Made Great Records
Mr. and (Mrs. Fred L. Burns have
j been in Portland.
Although another year has rolled
Rev. Horace M. Taylor, pastor of
around it has not disturbed the
the Baptist Church, read his resig
record of 1:59% which goes with the
nation to take effect the last of Feb
young
stallion Laurel Hanover the
ruary. Mr. Taylor will assume the
property of Sullivan Ac Mawhinney
pastorate in Dryden.
John T. Dvorak and John Dvorak,
of Machias which is the world's rec!ord for a four-year-old pacing stalJr., have been in New York.
!lion He is by The Laurel Hall 2 061*
Chester Jones is a patient at the
Little Nursing Home.
(who added another two-minute pacer
John H. Lovell is visiting Mr. and
to his list in 1936—Dillon Hall 2:00.
I
Mrs.
Ralph
Lovell
in
Sanford.
There
has been no news as to what
boy.
Mrs. W. H. Crowell was hostess at
might be done with Laurel Hanover
At an early age he began his life- I
the Wednesday evening meeting of
in the coming racing but likely Henry
long work, that of a first class ship 1
the Bridge Club. Members attending
Clukey might wish to try to give him
carpenter, and. in 1875. he. with his
were (Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, Mrs. W. C.
a faster half mile track record than
Flint. Mrs. W. G. Labe. Mrs. C. B.
father, worked ln a shipyard in what
2:04% and may be in the case of his
Stahl, Mrs. L. T. Weston, Miss Mar
doing well he would be taken to a
ls now Stockton Springs, where John ,
cia Blaney and Mrs. A. E. Boggs.
mile course for a still further reduc
J Wardwell was then building his ■
Mrs. H P. Mason is visiting in
tion of his record. By rights, he
third vessel, and the friendship that j
Nobletooro.
should be in the stud for not many
then began between Mr. Wardwell J
Mrs. I. P. Bailey of Weld is visiting
owners of stallions can advertise a
and Mr. Jipson was lifelong. He [
] her daughter, Mrs. Gladys Grant. Mr.
Iworld's champion.
His maternal
Bailey, who accompanied her, has re
worked in Bean's shipyard in Cafjl- '
(family is one of the greatest and
turned.
The Laurel Hall had eight new ones
oen for many years, and during this |
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz have
in 2.10 with a two year old in 2.05%.
time, on Peb. 13, 1881. was married to 1
' been in Portland.
Laurel Hanover has never had half
Addie Emma Matthews of Lincoln
I Miss Winifred Knowles of Chelsea.
the publicity his performance merit
Neither the heat nor the humidity, but the girl of his dreams (in whose Mass., is guest of Mrs. Jessie Achorn
ville and thus began a married life i
ed but he is going places this year
Percy Gross. 55. died suddenly S at
th a t was to continue happily until arms he now reposes), is responsible for the pitiable plight of Jaek Oakie in
on the beautiful calendar issued by
the touching picture above. It's an incident from “Champagne Waltz," in urday at ‘his home here. Funeral
The Mawhinney Motor Co. He
his death, a period of nearly 56 yearn.
which the usually happy-go-lucky Mr. Oakie supports Gladys Swarthout and services were held Tuesday afternoon
should be a valuable stock getter and
Of this union were born three chil Fred MacMurray.
at the Dutch Neck chapel and he
perhaps bring us a Maine bred
dren, Alden C.. Edwina F. and LeRoy
was buried*ln the cemetery there near
world's champion.
M. Jipson, the two former in the j
his. former home. He is survived by
• • • •
The famous Metropolitan Opera band, and more laughter is provid
four children and several brothers and
home of their maternal grandparents,
In
the
earlier
days the horses that
diva contributes two outstanding cd by Herman Bing. Ernest Cossart. sisters.
near Hosmer's Pond, ln Camden, and vocal selections. The first is the new Btnny Baker, and others.
were of the faster flight usually drift
The entertainment and food sale
the latter in Detroit, Mich-, to w hich)
ed to the stables of wealthy gentle
,,,
„ I Veloz and Yolanda, world-famed
!
i swing-waltz
hit “The Merry-Go- . ,,
.
,
,
, that was scheduled to be held in the
men. There were fewer champions,
ballroom
dance
team,
supply
several
place the family had removed from
Round,' and the second "Could I Be solos
b a n d i n g a hot Ameri- Woman's Club rooms next Tuesday,
hence
nearby
and
prospective
has been postponed until Feb. 16.
Rockport.
“champs" were given the once over
In Love?"
Ican swing band, under the baton of
At the meeting of Meenahga Grange
Mr. Jipson twice worked at ship j Irrepressible Jack Oakie is re- MacMurray. and the other a symby the aforesaid men of wealth or
carpentering ln Detroit, also in i sponsibie for most of the comedy phonic ensemble which interprets a pleasing lecturer's hour was enjoyed
their agents. Pacers were then prac
Following
the
meeting
refreshments
Charlestown. Mass and in Rockland.
the press agent of MacMurray's the waltz, supply the music, —adv.
tically unknown, in mature horses,
were served. A card party and beano
where the family came to reside in j _________________________________ ______________________________
but just how much of time and
game was sponsored by the Grange
July. 1900. He was employed in the
trouble was taken to make these into
WEST ROCKPORT
Tuesday evening in their hall. Ice
EAST WASHINGTON
shipyard, of Cobb. Butler & Co., and
“square gaited" trotters would be a
cream and cake were served.
I. L. Snow & Co., and it was during
Barbara Ann. daughter of Mr and
much longer story than we have
Elwin Fitch, who has had employ
Frank G. Peterson of .Leominster,
his employment in Rockland that he Mrs Ra]ph
who ha_s bcer
space for here.
ment in Augusta for several months, Mass., has purchased the home of the
had charge of cutting the steamer yMy m
much bettpr
One of the first to pay sizeable
has completed his work and is at the late Warren Weston Creamer.
Vinalhaven in two. when that craft
Mrs. Louise Orbeton entertained heme of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Pres
sums of money for fast trotters was
A series of cooking schools to be
was enlarged.
the Tuesday Club this week. Mrs. cott for a time.
Commodore Vanderbilt who greatly
sponsored by the Woman's Club will
After the second period of residence ,
wjH
the
pnjoyed a brush on the road and he
Roy Light has been hauling hard be held next month in the High
in Detroit, the family did not return weefc
1was closely followed by Robert Bon
wood to Waterville this week for School gymnasium. The first school
to Rockport, but lived In Boston
Merrifie,d who has
ner also of New York who had made
Forest Jewett of Liberty.
will be held Feb. 10. and Mrs. Carrie
where Mr Jipson had employment bppn CQnfinfd
to the house for seva fortune as publisher of The New
The Allen Ripley fam ilylttended Williams Fowler of the Central Maine
for a time, when not working at hls
by co]d and
York Ledger, a Journal replete wi'h
the dance Saturday evening at East Power Co. will be assisted by Mrs. Ida
trade, in the grocery store of his
mushy
love serials, hair-raising
able to be out again but not fully re- Palermo. Good time reported,
Stahl, Mrs. (Bessie Kuhn and Mrs.
brother-in-law. in the Back Bay sec
covered from her illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlook Ida Stenger. Lunch will be served
stories of Indian fighters and atroci
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reasonable
FLOYD
SHAW
47
No.
with Ray Easton, song leader. Mrs.
Seed, Sea Island cotton ..............
44 Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
Main St.. Tel. 422-R.
148-tf
a n d o u ts id e e n v e lo p e s a n d P L A T E IN C L U D E D ______ $8.95
Exchange
500 Hammormill Bond letterheads
Seed, sorghum .................................. 50 Rockland; Maine.
Clara Lane at the organ and Mrs.
A ttest:
(8»/2x11 or 7V«xlOVi) $7.95
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
Seed, upland cotton .......................... 30
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Atlantic Ranges arc available in Mabelle Crone at the piano; sub
(wo rooms, b ath . $5 week. FOSS HOUSE.
Spinach
.............................................
12
ANNOUNCEMENTS
7-SH3 Tel. 330, 77 P a rk St.
50
Business
announcements,
en
Black and All Enamel Finishes
1 -tf
ject of sermon, “An Earnest Appeal."
Strawberries ..................................... 40
velopes and plate included,
S y m p a th y c a rd s , b ir th a n n o u n c e m e n ts , a t h o m e c a rd s ,
On Thursday evening at 7, prayer,
Tomatoes ............................................ 56
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
o n l y ___ ___________ $8.85
re c e p tio n c a r d s — a ll a v a ila b le in a s o c ia lly c o rr e c t s e le c 
Turnips, English .............................
60
praise and Bible study; subject, "See
tio n o f e n g r a v in g s ty le s , s iz e s a n d s h a p e s a t c o r r e s p o n d 
T urnips, rutabaga .......................... 60
SPECIAL
COMBINATION
OFFER
WE BUY
ing Christ in the Psalms."
in g ly lo w p r ic e s . C o m e in a n d s e e o u r d is p la y o f s a m p le s .
W h e at ...............................................
60

THOMASTON

In E veryb ody’s C olum n

• LO ST A N D F O U N D •

!

W ANTED

♦ MISCELLANEOUS ;

F O R SALE

L egislative N otices

S5!

P R IN T IN G

T O LET

ac

Atlantic
RANGES

E

ngraved

S t a t io n e r y

Super s\hlur( in

M 9 .5 0

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

TEL. 9«0
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tf

500

Ask about our new budget plan for
purchase of automobile accessories.
Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
157-13

4

engraved business

cards,

500 Hammermill Bond letterheads,
500 Hammormill Bond envelope’s,
p late included, only __ $15.6H

THE COURIER GAZETTE

T he standard Weight o f a
barrel of Flour Is .................. 196 lbs.
T he standard weight of a
barrel of Potatoes is .......... 165 lbs.
T he standard weight of a
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is.. 160 lbs

OLD

GOLD

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEW ELER
$70 H A I N 8 T „
ROCKLAND

ADVERTISEMENTS

M e
YOUR CONVENIENCE

I
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Every Other Day

Page Seven
KNOX ARBORETUM

H e r m i t C r a b U ses W i t s
to F o il D e e p -S e a

Foes

By the help, of his wits the
hermit crab manages to lead a
fairly comfortable life. But he does
need wits, or some lowly substitute
for them, for the hermit crab would
be easy meat for his enemies 'were
it not that he is rather a wily fellow,
who makes the best of whatever
opportunities he finds.
One of these opportunities, ob
serves a writer in the Washington
Star, is offered by the discarded
shells of sea snails. Lacking any
sort or substantial home of his own.
the hermit crab moves into any
empty shell he can find and stays in
the snug little stolen house all the
rest of his days. It is easier than
building his own house—though the
chance of finding one left vacant by
the death of the snail is always
something of a risk.
But that isn’t the only trick of the
hermit crab. The odd creature has a
genius for friendship—or at least
for one kind of friendship. He often
makes a life-long bargain with the
sea anemone, an animal which
looks like a flower, but which is
really a poisonous deep-sea crea
ture. The crab invites the anemone
to grow on top of its borrowed shell
house. And sometimes it invites two
or three or more anemones to take
up their quarters there.
The arrangement is of great ad
vantage to both the sea anemone
and the crab, as are many similar
partnerships in the animal world.
The anemone, which has little
waving tentacles on top of its long,
hollow body, gathers in bits of food
which the crab misses. And, being
unable to move about very quickly.
It very much prefers the free rides
offered by the hermit crab's bor
rowed shell to the slow, unsatisfac
tory pace which it manages by it
self.
For the hermit crab, on the other
hand, the anemone is a perfect cam
ouflage. No enemy would ever sus
pect the presence of a delicious
crab below and the disguise more
than pays for the labor of carrying
the anemone.
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Cong. Smith Promises His
, Unqualified Support of the
Institution

The status of Knox Arboretum
forms the text ol the following let
ter which Norman W. Lermond has
4 y G la d y t S i. C la ir H e iita d
received from Congressman Clyde H.
I Smith:
The first cantata in Esperanto Mose" was found near the rock’tomb , “It seems unnecessary for me to
“Das Gebet unter der gruenen Of Sen-Mut, "Chief of the Works” I
Sanford Delano is in Boston, atFahne." (The Prayer Under the and guardian of the daughter of the Praise y°ur institution and the splenl tending the Sportsmen's Show. He
Green Flag), has Just been com Qucen Hatshepsut. The lute is ,did management that has made posis the guest of Gordon Flint, a student
pleted
by the composer. Emil V Muel untque in th at none of its type has slble lts success' for >’°u already know
Mrs. Joseph Day of Portland h a s |at Bryant & stratto n
ler of Prague. This work, which is ever been found before. It was in- how 1 feel on thls subJect
been the guest of Mrs. Henry B. Bird
1 had suPP°s(’d that the Govfor solo, chorus and large orchestra tact, its polished wood sound box
the past week. Mrs. Day was enter
Mrs. William Schofield of South
ernor and Council had legally transwith a text by the poet Zamenhof, unbroken.
tained Wednesday by Mrs. Ernest Boston is the guest of Mrs. Charles
j ferred this institution to the State of
will be given its world premiere at
Young of Camden.
Schofield and her sister, Mrs. A. A.
Maine. I am quite sure that it was
the International Esperanto Confer Music by Victor Herbert will be the
Jameson of The Highlands, who is
| the intention of us all. Would sug
order of the day next Monday, which '
ence.
Mrs. Blanche Shadie is the guest of ill.
gest that you appeal to Councilor
• • • »
is the 78th anniversary of the birth
her aunt. Mrs. Carrie Soper in W ater
Fernandez who knows more about
Feodor Chaliapin is returning for of America's greatest romantic com
ville.
Mrs. Hiram H. Crie. a patient at
Iits advantages than any other man
a
concert
tour
next
season.
He
has
poser.
Victor
Herbert
will
not
be
------| Knox Hospital, is making slow refully recovered from his serious ill here to hear it; he dropped his pen connected with the State's govern
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary will hold an | covery following a surgical operation,
ness
of some months ago and is re in 1924, the pen that produced a ment. I will write to the members
installation Monday night with Miss
_____
put
in
an
awful
lot
of
work
for
the
“It's pretty hard not to use those
ported to be in the best of health hundred magic melodies, some of of the Legislature from our county
Ethel Prock and Mrs. Augusta Daly
The Junior Harmony Club meeting
over-worked
adjectives
“stupendous,
nation's
entertainment.
in
this, his 64th year. His manager which seem destined to a lasting place and do everything I can."
as hostesses.
will be postponed until Saturday,
colossal, magnificent and superb’ Mr. Mullin was delighted with the
states that Mr. Chaliapin will also in American music. Herbert came of Ueno Academy and Shizuyoko MiyauFeb. 6, as several members are ill.
stars
themselves
and
not
the
least
bit
when
talking
of
what
they
are
doing
sing with various opera companies an artistic line. Born in Dublin, chi. pianist as soloist. A piano con
Owing to prevalent colds, the Sat
in performances of "Boris Godunoff.” Ireland, on Feb. 1st. 1859. his grand certo by Claude Lapham, American
Mrs. L. F. Chase and A. R. Bachel- in Hollywood. It's really marvelous.' disillusioned at meeting them “in
urday night supper, to have been
person."
He
was
also
amazed
at
the
It
was
Samuel
Pinanski.
of
the
in commemoration of the centenary father was Samuel Lover, tthe Irish composer, employing many authentic
served by the American Legion Aux der were winners when the Tango
of Pushkin, whose poem formed the poet and novelist. He lived only as a Japanese idioms, will be featured.
Club met Thursday night with Mr. Mullin and Pinanski theatres of New lack of temperament in Hollywood.
iliary. will be postponed.
This will also be heard over the
England,
speaking,
upon
their
re
“I’d
heard
a
lot
about
‘Hollywood
basis of Mussorgsky's opera.
and Mrs. A. R. Bachelder.
child in Ireland, bue he always re- '
Columbia network.
• • • »
turn to Boston from a two weeks' temperament,” he said, “but I
tained a love for the place; he was j
The men will have charge of the
visit
of
Hollywood.
The
theatre
haven't seen a sign of it.’
And speaking of the Russian president of many Irish societies, and ,
Miss Helen York, who has been con
circle supper at the Universalist
“I have seen many of the pictures
Chaliapin brings to mind the attrac an ardent advocate of freedom fo r'
Church Wednesday. Feb. 3, with E. R. fined to her home by illness, is able to executives made the trip for the
Paramount Silver Jubilee dinner to 1in production, and I have seen noth
tive program of the Don Cossacks Ireland, wore a green jacket and tie
M O NDAY-TUESDAY
Veazie as chairman. He will be as sit up.
Adolph Zukor upon the occasion of ing but infinite patience on the part
sent me by Ellen Tolman of Auburn, while working at his desk and wrote
sisted by Harry |Pratt, H. O. G urdy,1
-------Mass. Think I am correct in saying many an Irish piece, including the
Dr. John Smith Lowe, E. E. Stoddard.
Robert M. Packard, who has been his twenty-fifth anniversary in the of both directors and actors.
Some of the productions to be re
E. F. Glover, Henry Payson, Hervey I confined to the house much of ihe movie industry. (
that Miss Tolman never loses an op operetta "Eileen." At the age of nine
“Hollywood," continued Mr. Pinan leased from the Paramount studios
portunity in hearing this extraordin he was taken to Germany for his
Allen, Frank M. Tibbetts. Ralph Wig- time since Christmas, was able to be
ski, “is a far greater place than I shortly, and which will play Park
ary choral group.
musical education, became a virtuoso i
gin, A. C McLoon, J. A. Jameson. down town yesterday
*• • •
Theatre include “Souls at Sea " with
imagined it would be.
on the cello, married Prima Donna '
Harry Mather, A. P Haines, Luke
Chapin Class m et this week at The
“For instance,” he went on. “I ex Gary Cooper. Frances Dee and
As the first of five outstanding Augusta Forester, and came to
Davis. Fred Knight, George B. Wood.
American women to be honored by America with her in 1880 when she
William T. Cobb, Eugene Sleeper. M. Lauriette, as guests of Miss ILucy pected to see a reckless disregard for George Raft; "High, Wide and
the Catholic Young Womens Club filled an engagement at the metro
E. Wotton, Sidney Ccpeland, Dudley Rhodes. The next meeting will be money. I had an idea that the stu Handsome," with Irene Dunne and
Tuesday a t the home of Miss Ada dios threw money away for all sorts Randolph Scott; “The Buccaneers."
(New York). Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis politan.
Gould and H. P. Blodgett.
Perry,, South Main street.
of foolish and unnecessary things. a Cecil DeMille production; "Waikiki
Bok. founder and president of the
Herbert had many calls for original
But that isn’t so. I have visited sev Wedding.” starring Bing Crosby and
Curtis Institute of Music, was honor manuscripts of his works. He always
Carlton Brault entered Hebron
Mrs. Orrin Smith, Mrs. L. F. Chase eral of the studios and I find that Shirley Ross; "Champagne Waltz,"
guest at a reception-tea recently said th a t he had decided to keep |
M a g n a C h a r t a S ig n e d b y
Sanitarium Wednesday as a patient.
and Mrs. I. J. Shuman won honors at •his business is economically sane with Fred MacMurray and Gladvs
given at the clubhouse of the organi them together and some day to pre- I
K i n g J o h n ’s R o y a l M a r k
E.FA. Club Wednesday afternoon,
Swarthout;
and
“Maid
of
Salem.”
and
sound.
Miss Jeannette Hart was guest of when it met with Mrs. Lizzie French
Every schoolboy knows that zation. Mrs. Bok. who has devoted sent them to the Library of Congress
“This is truly an organized art, ami with Claudette Colbert and Fred
Magna Charta was signed by King much of her lifetime and fortune to This desire was carried out by his
honor Thursday night when Miss Luncheon was served.
John at Runnymede on June 15th, the encouragement of musical educa daughter. It became known fairly j i H E -M A N DYNAMITE, IN
the people are regular people who MacMurray.
Ruth Marston of Masonic street en
1215, observes a writer in London tion talked briefly on “Within recently th at two score of Herbert
A RED-BLOODED SAGA
tertained a few friends at sewing.
Miss Edna Gregory arrived home last
Answers Magazine.
Woman's Province."
the hostess had cleverly arranged
melodies which the public never has
OF THE COAST GUARD!
night from her Southern cruise, tired,
A CALENDAR SUPPER
But every schoolboy happens to
Through her work in settlement heard are in existence. They are
two teepees. Indian Figurines outside,
Chapin Class met Tuesday night delighted and still feeling the motion
be wrong! Magna Charta was never
schools. Mrs. Bok perceived the in three unproduced Herbert operas
with Miss Lucy Rhodes.
signed at all—for the very goed
of the boat, as she expresses it. In Warren Folk and Guests turkey favors, and .cloth.
J O H N W A YN E
The
December
table,
with
Mrs.
j
reason that King John was quite value of music in Americanization now in the possession of his daughter.
I N A U N I V E R S A L P IC T U R E
New York, upon her return, she was
Enjoyed
Very
Remarkable
and
in
1917
she
founded
the
Philadel
unable to write even his own name.
Margaret Bowler, W alter Carroll, the guest of Miss Anne Dunn at
Plans for the production of one of
Nancy Clark, as the hostess had used
In this he was not alone. Most of phia Settlement Music School. Seven them has been discussed now and
Mrs. Ellis Sprague, Frank Fitzgerald, Hotel Victoria, and in Boston she
the Christmas colors to great advan
Entertainment
the British rulers of that time—and years later she founded the Curtis then, but it is still in the offing
Mrs. Walter Carroll and Mrs. Frank saw the personal appearance of the
tage, a Christmas tree in the centre,
those on the Continent, for that mat Institute in memory of her mother, Those who have seen the score say
One of the most delightful affairs children, Santa Claus, and sleigh,
Fitzgerald won honors a t the card marvelous Sonja Henie at Boston
ter—were ignorant of the use of giving it a permanent endowment
that it contains some of the loveliest
party a t the Farm Bureau’s Com Oarden—fitting close to a wonderful cf the winter season was the Calendar I and even reindeer were seen. Dishes
a pen.
fund of $12.500,COO to aid in the de Herbert music.
Supper
given
Thursday
night
at
the
j
were
of
green
glass,
and
the
favors
munity hall, Wednesday evening. trip.
And so Magna Charta bore at the
Town Hall, under auspices of the were of gum drops.
• • • •
Consolation went to Harry Levenfoot an apparently meaningless velopment of musical talent. One of
Congregational Ladles Circle The
mark which was called, perhaps to the best known music schools in the
Practically every table was candle
saler.
Tonight from 8 to 8:30, Carlos
CRANE-DUNTON
the secret delight of fiis Majesty, country, it is under the direction of Chaxez noted Mexican conductor,
twelve tables, representing the lighted, and the gay decorations cer
w it h N a n G R E Y • Fuzzy K N IG H T
“ the royal signature.”
Josef Hofmann.
Mrs. Emma Carver was high line
.
W illia m B A KEW ELL
Friends of Margaret Dunton and months, presented an arresting sight tainly made a picture th at will not
composer and pianist, will be heard in
However,
the
barons
made
sure
Mrs. Bok is also a director of the a program over the Columbia net
at cards when Mrs. Annie O'Brien Robert Crane will be surprised to each decorated in the colors and soon be forgotten. The cakes served
TODAY
that
there
were
plenty
of
witnesses
entertained at her home on Pleasant learn that they were secretly m ar symbols standing for the months.
with the ice cream were candle to the "signing,” and John would Philadelphia Orchestra Association work. Under the title of “Modern
G
E
N
E AUTRY
[and was formerly chairman of the Masters," the program will feature
street recently.
Mrs. Anna S tarrett hostess of the lighted also.
ried last August in New, Hampshire.
never have dared to repudiate his
in
board
of
the
Philadelphia
Grand
mark.
his own works, some still in manu
The fact came to light recently when January table, carried out the Janu
“O H SUSANNA”
Mrs. Evelyn Snow entertained
Opera
Company.
Among
her
phil
ary
colors
well
with
the
centerpiece
Only
fragments
of
the
original
script. There will be an assisting
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane were in
A chicken supper was served in
Wawenock Club Tuesday a t a picnic
Boston and Robert, vacationing from of iced flowers, favors of cellophane, three courses under the direction of Charta remain, most of it having anthropic gifts was the Annie Rus violinist. From 11 to 11:30 p. m., from
dinner, at the home of Miss Alice
been destroyed by fire 200 years sell Theatre to Rollins College in Tokyo, Klaus Pringshcin, director of
Hebron was visiting the Duntons who glass dishes, silver candlesticks.
I Mrs. Willis R. Vinal, Mrs. Elmer
Erskine on Beech street. A business
Winter Park. Fla., named for the the Tokyo Imperial Academy of
The February table, of which Mrs. Jameson Sr., Mrs. Earle Moore, Mrs. ago.
have moved from Rockland to Win
meeting was held, the roll call re
actress who was her life-long friend. Music, will conduct the New Symph
Evelyn
Robinson
was
hostess,
was
throp, Mass. Tire young couple will
[ Laura Starrett. Mrs. S. E. Norwood,
sponse being quotations from the
While many of her activities as ony Orchestra. Japan's leading sym
for the present make their home at warm with the red and white Valen i and Mrs. E. W. Perkins, assisted by
M aker of Strad Violins
Bible. Current events were given, and
tine colors, a large heart In the
Stradivarius died at the age of patroness of the arts are conducted phonic group, with a chorus of the
Miss Cora Snow read a paper on 72 Pleasant street, Winthrop, with centre, red candles, red water glasses, Mrs. Ethel Griffin, Miss Hilda Aspey, ninety - three. He was born in quietly, Mrs. Bok astonished the
“Nazareth and Piperia." Sewing and Mr. and Mrs. George Dunton, Bob red cellophane favors and place Miss Evelyn Berry, Miss Evelyn ; Cremona in 1644 and was first a musical world some years ago. when
having obtained employment in Bos
(Sawyer, Miss Winona Robinson, and
games were enjoyed.
cards, and paper napkins with the Mrs. Pauline Pellicane, Miss Christine I violin player. He came of a wealthy it was learned that she had purchased
ton.
family, had considerable means of the Burrell collection of Wagneriana
Valentine motif in the comers.
Starrett.
his own, and eventually decided to
Mrs. Emma Crittenden of Bristol,
when it was in danger of being
The March table, the hostess of
A real party was made of the event improve upon the violins of his
Conn., who has been visiting her
UNION
which was Mrs. Julia Watts, was in and the many guests, numbering 130. master, Amati. fie spent the years divided and sold at auction. Including
sistllr. Mrs. Walter Maurer, has re
the green and white of St. Patrick's from Union, Rockland, and Thomas between 1668 and 1686 in selecting many supposedly lost manuscripts
High School Notes
turned home.
the best wood. From 1686 to 1694, he scores and librettos of the German
The Girls' Glee Club sang at the Day, green candles in candelbra in ton as well as Warren, entered into experimented with a violin which
composer as well as hundreds of let
the
centre,
shamrocks,
green
glasses,
Representing the Doris Heald Methodist church Sunday night
the spirit of the affair.
had a flatter arch and was much ters. the collection was at one time
»1 w/;
green
and
white
napkins,
and
St.
School of Dancing in combined when Mr. Burdick of the State De
When supper was over, chairs were larger than former models. Between
valued
at
more
than
$1,000,000.
Patrick
favors.
Registration for Spring Term, Saturday, Jan. 30
classes, a group of young pupils dis partment oit Education was guest
dragged about to face the stage, 1695 and 1714, says Collier’s Weekly,
AH Types of Daneing Taught
From 9 A. M. lo 8 P. M.
Mrs. Carrie R. Smith in charge of where numbers, symbolic to every he perfected the model which has
tinguished themselves in recital speaker.
I received a charming letter from
CLASS LESSONS 50c. PRIVATE LESSONS $1.00
Thursday night at Camden Opera
Munson White, representative of a the April table, used Easter as the month of the year were presented never been equaled. Stradivarius Mrs. Helen Ronimus of Brookline.
was a rapid workman and is said to
22 BREWSTER STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 670
House.
Opening with a grand musical company will show the foundation a lighted cross in the under the direction of Mrs. Carrie have finished a violin a week. That Mass., summer resident of Thomaston
12-13
march, the numbers following were movie “Alcohol aiftl Its Properties" centre, baskets of Easter eggs as Wyllie and Miss Evelyn Berry.
would mean approximately three for many years. Mrs. Ronimus who
carefully done, and brought forth de to the students Feb. 2 in the assem favors, and tiny yellow chickens, on
Beginning with February and end thousand Strads over his active has given much joy to many many
the white of the cloth.
ing with January, and with comical career of nearly sixty years, but people through her musical talent
served praise.
The baby class, bly hall.
The senior class play “Diamonds"
dressed in blue costumes, with trim
SU ND AY-M O N DA Y-TU ESD AY
Many of course had as its centre costumes and pantomime in many there are fewer than two hundred over a long period, is 87 years old. Or J
and fifty known Strads in existence.
a
farce-comedy
in
three
acts
is
to
mings of pale pink roses and gold
piece a large peach colored May basket cases, they were as follows.
more correctly. 87 years “young" for
February, vocal duet, "When My
“accessories” and saucily tilted hats, be presented Feb. 8 at the Town full of yellow and white snap dragons,
her interests and mind remain keen
L e t y o u rse lf go to the
looked very much like a row of dolls, Hall. The play is brimful of excite pastel May basket favors, the colors Dream Boat Comes Home” sung by
Duties of the Court Crier
ly alert, particularly to all things
1 9 3 7 r h y th m . . . th e
The principal duties of the court pertaining to music and its promo
Their activity soon dispelled this idea, ment and bits of humor.
further carried out in the dishes of Mr. and Mrs. Willis R. Vinal.
Phil Drummond (Willard Howard* the service.
March, vocal solo and chorus, by crier are to announce the opening tion.
however, and with good nature and
m odern m ed le y of sweet
of the court -ind its adjournment
• • • •
much accent of steps, went through is a fine young man and loving hus
June, was all in silver and white, a Chester O. Wyllie, “My Wild Irish
and sw ing ! Gay romanc
and the fact that certain special
their dance beautifully. The cos band, but he is always and forever tiny bride and groom in the centre, Rose, in which the following men
The announcement of the annual
ing, s id e -s p littin g fun,
m atters are about to be considered,
tumes were both lovely and brrilliant taking home some down-and-outer placed in under a white arch. Favors were called from the audience to to announce the admission of per Wagner matinee cycle brought a
gorgeous
dancing.
in their several blending combina whom he picks up on the street, and were dainty nose gay bouquets. Miss take part, Roger Teague, Willis R.
sons to the bar, to call the names of deluge of orders to the Metropolitan
who
finally
exasperates
his
wife
Vinal,
George
W.
Walker,
Charles
tions; the flame red and bright blue
jurors, witnesses and parties, to an Opera House. They came by mail,
Marjorie Spear was the June table
nounce that a witness has been telephone, and through the box-office
Wilson, Lee Walker. Russell Smith,
of the soldier suits, yellow satins (Madeline Gordon) and Aunt Emily hostess.
sworn, to proclaim silence when so window. It seems th at a lot of people
featuring black hats; orchid and sil (Virginia Hawse) almost to the
July was decorated in the red, white messenger boy supplied them with
directed, and generally to mane such
want to see and hear the uncut
ver; metal cloth used in charming breaking point. To appease his wife and blue colors, gum drop favors as costumes of St. Patrick, which they
proclamations of a public nature as
“Ring" plus "Die Meistersinger.” and
effect with blue, red green and he presents her with a diamond the base for tiny flags, a brilliant straightway donned before the audi
the judges order.
the opera to be selected later. A sell
orange were all very pleasing. The ring. In spite of Kate's precaution centre piece of red roses, blue glasses ence,
• • • •
out for all six performances is not
“Pumpkin Center” dance brought and fears, the ring is lost and whom at the plate, and favors in red, white
School Days" was delivered for
forth a laugh and the unusual should she suspect but Ed. Lor- and blue baskets. Dishes of the serv
For April. Miss Evelyn Berry and September by W H. Robinson and unlikely. The box-office was obliged
rance
(Roger
Farris)
and
old
friend
to obtain the service of three extra
“Spoon dance" was something to re
ice were blue also. Mrs. Eleanor Charles Wilson sang, and panto Miss Evelyn Sawyer.
persons, and almost every one worked
member. Many others displayed un of Phil's. Things do happen for a Barrett was in charge .of this table, mimed “Easter Parade.”
For October, the Witch Scene Act
usual talent, but space does not per while and then all of a sudden the which was the noise maker of the
The hostesses, numbering twelve, IV from Marbeth was given crezpih, on the "Ring." One official wonder
mit individual mention. As a whole ring shows up and you’d never evening, each guest having also a were next called upon for a numbe • the three witches stirring the cald ed whether the hard-working unfor
is was a real achievement, the guess where. Others in the cast are. paper cap in the colors as well.
and rendered the “Spring Song' or ron, being Mrs. W. H. Robiuson, Miss tunates might be termed "Ring"
“Modern Solo” by Miss Heald and the Shirley Morton, Foster McEdwards.
Miss Eleanor Goodwin, hostess of "Welcome Sweet Spring Time. ’
Hilda Aspev and Mrs. Robert Walker. worms! The remarkable thing about
and the August table, chose a nautical
difficult numbers of the older group Muriel Butler, Elvi Rintta
Roger Teague, as a
bachelor,
The Men's Chorus sang the old the interest in the cycle is that the I
decoration, in the form of silver ship wakened in the night, came forth hymn, “Faith of Our Fathers" lcj by management, in Its initial announce
adding just the right touch. The Betty Rich.
favors, with blue sails and anchors with corn cob, night cap and night Chester Wyllie for November, and ment, did not specify who would
“Rockland Ballet” brought the pro
Ask about our new budget plan for at each place. The boats were laden shirt, with the most brilliant socks on
sing each role of the music-dreams
gram to a close, their pure white cos
for December “Silent Night" was
beyond listing the names of those
his feet, and sang “Chapel in the
tumes being of smart contrast. The purchase of automobile accessories. with life savors.
sung by Mrs. Ruby Kalloch.
members of the company from whom
The September table was typical Moonlight" for June.
grand finale included all pupils and Fireproof Garage, Rockland
157-13
January ended the hour's enter the casts would be chosen. It is true
of the opening of schools, with a red
A men’s chorus gathered for
diplomas for general interest and
school house in the centre, a tree, July and sang “Battle Hymn of the tainment, which had Induced many that the names of the leading |
progress were awarded, Joyce Syl
green grass, and figurines of children Republic” led by Charles Wilson, encores, with the singing of "Jingle Wagncrians were in the list. There |
vester, Sherwin Forbus and Elisha
WALDOBORO
Mrs. 1C. B. Stahl and Mrs. Maude about outside, and even a swing and the other singers being, George Bells” and the pelting of the audi is no doubt that Wagner is the I
Richards.
principal attraction in the unsual
Clark Gay attended the sessions ol flag pole. Place cards were made to Walker.
Roger Teague,
Sidney
ence with snow balls, which every
demand for the cycle.
the Maine Federation of Women's represent slates, and the favors were Wyllie, Chester Wyllie, Elmer Jame
Concerning the casting of the cycle
Clubs in Augusta this week.
made to look like school books, and son, Sr., W. H. Robinson, Wili.s R. one picked up to return. By tl^at
BEAUTY CULTURE
time, balloons, captive in bags hung it may be guessed that Kirsten Flag
marked accordingly. Miss Edna F. Vinal. Lee Walker.
Hub Academy, largest in New Eng
A group of ladies including Miss from the ceiling were released and stad will appear in three, perhaps
M O D E R N W O M E N Boggs was hostess.
land. Faculty of professional lec
turers. Employment departm ent to
N E E D N O T SUFFER m o n th ly pain and d elay due
Mrs. Flora Peabody carried out the Hilda Aspey. Mrs. Ethel Griffin. Miss every one rushed to reach for one four, of the productions.
TODAY
to colds, nervous strai u, exposure or sim ilar causes.
place graduates. Fully equipped kit
V• • •
Halloween color scheme for her table, Evelyn Berry, Miss Winona Robin for a souvenir when they came drift
Chi-ehes-tere D ia m o n d B ra n d Pills are effective,
given free. Day and evening classes
SONJA
HEINE
reliable and g iv e Q U IC K R E LIE F Sold b.v^In the recent excavations in Egypt,
now forming Write for catalogue.
with black cats, pumpkins, orange son and Miss Christine Sterrett sang
a ll druggists fo r o v er 4 5 years.
HUB ACADEMY of Hair and Beauty
ing
down.
in
a
Theban
musician
of
3,500
years
ago
place cards and favors,
“Sailing Over the Bounding Main"
Culture, 161 Massachusetts Avenue.
“ONE IN A M IL L IO N "
Accompanist for the evenir., was. with his lute was discovered. The
Boston, Mass. Approved by State of
CHICHESTERS PILLS
November represented Thanksgiv to carry out nautical August.
Maine.
mummy
case
of
the
"singer
HarMrs.
Carrie
R.
Smith.
The comic pantomime and song.
"JH« DIAMOND
DDAND'
ing time, of course. Mrs. Edna White,
Mrs. Lucy Walsh and Mrs. Hattie
Davies will present papers at Mon
day’s meeting of Lady Knox Chapter,
D^.R., which meets at the home of
Mrs. Katherine Haines, Broadway.

S IC

ELISE ALLEN CORNER
SCHOOL OF THE DANCE

Strand
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A SAGA OF THE SEA

FROM A N A VA L DIARY
This Tim e W e R ead A bout B attle P ractice On
O ne Of Uncle S a m ’s Ships
(Sixth Installment)

Every-Other-Day

(For The Courier-Gazette)
Twas on the good *hip. Whirling Spray.
I In the waters off Rangoon:
I When the Cap'n was winding the star'bd :
watch.
In the light ’o the tropic moon.
A flyln’ scud o dirty clouds,
i Sped swiftly overhead:
And the air was hot as a galley pot.
And the sullen seas rolled red.

' There was blood on the moon, in the
murky gloom.
When the first mate had his say;
Evervthing £ cockin' his eye «t the mackerel sky.
From the aft companion way.

reaches for a handhold.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It is aiclear. bright, midwinter's day movable shifts a bit and a tablet
G U A R D IA N S O F O U R C O A S T
53 miles off the south coast of Cuba crashes down from a loosened holder Comj lb lew up the wlngs o the flyln’
on the edge of the Carribeah Sea. j overhead
Clouds of dust roll out And stow the mainsail tight:
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect coast
i*. <
gOm g \ “ b? “ugh tonighT"*'
White, fleecy clouds roll overhead and from inaccessable crannies to mingle
wise shipping by day and by night The day's news from many lonely
a soft land breeze from Haiti blows ! with flakes of paint from the pipes
The Jackass laughed in the hawsplpe H outposts along Maine's waterfront.
strongly across the surface of the and bulkheads, choking everybody
hole.
blue-green water, raising little feath-1present. Cotton is jammed into e a r 6 ^ d abrokenhwrtst on'^he'blnnac'ie'ist
ers of spray on the crests of mighty ; already stuffed with it and gauze shook hands with a hawser's bight
I On the silver crest of the ocean's breast. (
Portland Head
With the wind* of rare delight.
lifting seas that follow in the wake of masks are hastily placed over nos- The smokin' lamp by the fo'c'stle hatch My
shlp aIld i u ke sea-wralths fly
Arthur Harlow was guest Sunday
Was dowsed as the hatch was crowned: To the surge of a tropic night.
a storm.
’ trils and mouths.
of R. T. Sterling.
a mldshtpmlte with a marlin spike.
Pour bells have Just gone and th e ' “Starboard side (engaged, sir; And
Was rollin' a gllguy 'round.
o n the silver crest of the lustred west.
Mr and Mrs. W. C. Dow were call
Like the dance of a far-flung tune
deck of the UJB5. Texas, flagship oi I shouts
the talker “Casualty, gun No The glass dropped through to the keel- i We
----------------------cleave a way of star-struck spray. ers here Sunday.
the United States {Fleet, swarm with 7.” 'The huge steel fortress comes
sonOn our path to this fairy moon.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling visited Wed
white clad sailors clearing ship for slowly up on the crest of a starboard
m The d o td s w h£e t ^ r i e k ~ Arthur Crew Inm an
nesday with Mrs. Charles Sterling of
action. The air is soft and the sun sea. and for a moment the ship
‘" ^ w u d s .
n
• • • •
Peak's Island.
is hot on the bleached decks and gray pauses in its roll—the fraction of a
squirrel roint
Mrs. Clyde G rant and daughter
armor of the battleship as she noses second before its slow descent—
to' um *tun’l l P a g i n g gaie‘“ y d‘ n"
Cheerio, everybody! Just a few
her way through a smother of wind
"Wham!"
And the scuppers roared with the sea lines from a picturesque section on Patricia recent guests of the Hilts,
have returned to St. George.
whipped spray, outward bound from
The second salvo. We do not see i t ' And e w y ^ c h e e k turned pale.
the Kennebec
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling were
Guantanamo Bay for regular battle down there in the dust and murk ot „A1, banda on deck.. tbe Cap.n crled.
Keeper Asa Smith has returned to
practice.
the middle dressing station. Neither "Let everything go free;
the Marine Hospital in Portland for guests at luncheon last Saturday of
Aloft on the (bridge the officer of do the beys at the oil valves and In- Head^/or uie’ o ^ k « a **“ “ **1'
observation. He has received many R. T Sterling and family. Mr. and
the deck, his binoculars hung about dlcators in the flrerooms on the deck
prominent visitors from Bath. Port- Mrs. Sterling were enroute to Rumn*s neck, scans the battery of inch- below us. No one in the “black gang' The boat fail* fell
on the mat.
land and vicinity. We are all eager- 1f°rd "'here they are residing while
cators and voice tubes on either side of the engine room is expected to see * r°P* ’ end fr?»- l“ g?°“,lsh ,glce
ly waiting for his return, even to the Mr. Sterling is engaged in business
of the electric steering gear where it; they are too busy keeping the
two pet dogs, Rudy and Sally, as the ' tl‘ere
the quartermaster holds the ship on speed to Just the fraction of what it ™d
wmd. u n ^ n ? 1*'
Light is a very lonesome place withGood Timers enjoyed an all day
her course. Back in the chart house should be in order for the shells to For a fiendish joke, yanked on the rope, out its master.
get-together Jan. 21 at the home of
And the ship's bell struck thirteen.
the navigator bends over his table reach their mark. Down In the de-. 1 Mrs. Annie Thomas. Portland. The
Mrs. Smith has oeen very ,11
ill in k
bed
time was spent socially with knitting
determining on his chart the invisible coding room no one sees it. they are We ''shoa? the reef °n 8n,g Toothed for two weeks with tonsilitis.
point in the tossing waste of ocean, too busy with the messages which And rounded Skipper s Woe;
needles clicking and crocket hooks
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Brown and
The sea ran
Java Hi
where the ship Is to come on to the come in from other ships. Neither do And
The
ran red.
red' off
°” Java
Head
dipping in and out. Four guests
we Just missed Borneo
children Junior and Jackie are were present at dinner.
range where the targets wait.
the boys that fire the guns, see where
. . . .
■. .
.
,
.
We ran stern first for a thousand miles. spending a few days at the Light
They tell us. “W hat we have never
their huge projectiles go; nor the And found her keel was dry:
while Capt. Smith is away. M:
Messengers, carrying radio flimsies.
m0Rkevs ln th e m agazines we left the » a at a hundred knots.
had. we never miss." My. how we
Brown is substituting.
run up and down the steel ladders and operating the ammunition hoists
’
would miss the radio. We depend on
We wish to thank W O. Fuller of it for the very latest news of flood
along the decks, telephones ring. ■Onlv the turret offl?crs at their u u ,e ^ o n ^ ^ k j n ^ r t e n .
tjpesriters click, clothes are being telescopes, the observers in the scout- And the cap'n'a hair, and his whisker s Florida for the beautiful card whicn conditions as much as you boys sta
we received, and also extend our tioned way outside. We can get oh.
washed in the laundry, the last batch lng p;aRte above the targets. Are con- Turned1white upon his face
deepest appreciation to the Maine so near the scene of action as we
of bread is being taken from the trol offlcers and signa!men on the
the waves with a mighty Sea Coast Missionary for the lovely
ovens in the bakery, buzzers buzz. bridge the crews at the secondarv She struck
splash.
listen to the pleas for help and the
box which was sent at Christmas thrilling information coming from
bugles sing, signal flags run up aloft batteries, etc., can see this shooting, Somewhere off Barnagat.
And we made the trip to the Hook time We sincerely hope th a t Rev
to flutter in the breeze, and all the But down below at our tasks, we know
L ig h t s h ip
reporters in the flood area. “So near,
Mr. Guptill is much improved
complex life of a modern man-of-war that with each tremendous concus- In exactly nothing fla t
and yet so far." There is so much
We were greatly disappointed by we can't visualize. We are proud of
proceeds on its well ordered way in slon somewhere up .above in the day- We rubbed the sweat from our blinded
not seeing Capt. Wincapaw drop a our Coast Guardsmen, they were
preparation for the big event of the jjght. five tons of solid steel left the And upstarted in to snow;
battleship year.
ship a t the same instant and is travel- The ^ dnhded' pealed and thellghtn,n*
Christmas gift from the sky. Always anxious to get into action From
imagined that it would be a very the Cape Elizabeth C. G. Station
Suddenly there
bursts into being jng a t t£)e ra te 0{ 2700 feet a second And we tost the whole cargo
in every p art of the ship the loud toward a moving target 15 miles away The storm blew out and we came about thrilling sight.
Bcatswainsmate M. F. Beale. V W.
Our son Leland enjoys the experi-1 SmJth H L Crowley and C. M.
insistent hammering of electrc gongs
And anchored off Owl s Head;
“W h a m !”
And we swung out wide on an ebbing
—the instant summoning to guns and
ence of going to and from Bath in Woodward left on the train Tuesdav
Everybody is coughing bv this time
tid e .
emergency stations of the first line their throats im u ted by the powder Wlth ever>' ta»t man dead
our new car for supplies while Mr and at 4 o.clock Wednesday mornin5
Smith is in Portland.
lighting (unit of the sea. There is a gases sucked in from the top side byoh the d„ p blue 5ea „ , lng5 t0
they got orders for more men and
Hurrah for the very brave men in ’ when the morning train pulled out
moment of tense listening and then t he ventilator system. The white But nevermore i l l roam;
the bugle blows the stirring call to gauze which Is tied over the eoar.se And I "am safe at° home ' b4, ° SS
our Coast Guard Stations who have of Portland Capt. Berry and three
gone to the terrible flooded waters I mOre o£ hls crcw were on their way
general quarters. 8wiftly the ship re- wire mesh of the blowers grows brown
O H
Rockland
sponds.
and then black, with smoke and
of the Ohio River to save others less ' others are awaiting orders. Every
Up on the starboard side the dust. A repair party with a warrant
fortunate
man gt Cape Ellzabeth volunteered
hatches vomit men. Down on the carpenter in charge hurried through
Best regards to all Lightkeepers to go but some had to stay behind
This quiet sail Is as
and Coast Guardsmen.
and keep a watchfu, eye on the h(jme
port side they disappear into the the dressing station to repair a broken
bcwels of the ship. There is no con- Jsteam pipe somewhere forward. There noiseless wing to waft me
; shores and waters.
froiq
distraction.
fusion but intense activity and speed have been several casualties that have Byron
L ittle Rock
Dr. and Mrs Hagopian called on
In the din of closing ports, the thud kept the stretcher bearers (which at
There is a little snow on the the Hilts recently. The doctor was
of water-tight doors, the hammering other times are members of the ship's
ground now which makes it look stationed at Fort Williams with the
home of the dogs on the hatches, band) busy. Some of them have been
more like winter
j C.C.C. Co. for a short time. He exthe shrilling of the bosn's pipes and real and some purely imaginary for ground into the rugs of the officers'
Mrs.
Woodsum.
daughter
of
Rev.
1peeled to be transferred. Will their
the blare of the bugles, each man I routine practice. The noise has staterooms, electric fans won't work E A. Roberts and children are visit Bear Island friends. Keeper Andrew
finds his appointed place. The turret been incessant, punctuated with the any .m°reJ_an d , ^ e? 'b°d^
ing at the Maine E Parsonage at Kennedy and Mrs Kennedy, please
crews disappear up the short ladders “wham" of the turret guns. The men ing for something to eat and fresh Cutler.
i 1note?
cream
in
his
coffee
that lead through tiny hatches into are perspiring freely and Just as the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willie
W.
Corbett
It takes all the afternoon to get
the interior of the turrets, the fire heat and dust becomes almost intolspent Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Cape Neddick
control offlcers take their stations, erable. a hammering is heard on the things back shipshape again, and Mrs. Charles Maker at Number Nine.
Salutations and greetings:—First I
meantime
the
seas
have
rolled
up
the paymaster hurries to the plotting dogged down watertight doors and
Four of the Cross Island men were wish to thank Editor Fuller for the
room for his work on the decoding the bugles sound the welcome cal! huge mountains in the path of the sent to Cairo, 111
to help rescue card he sent me from Florida. It
»
growing
darkness
Skidding
furni
board, the gun crews gather round "Secure."
people.
seems nice to have some one take a
ture
is
again
secured,
the
floating
the secondary batteries on the gun
Tt wouirf
o .r n u h i n a
steel cit>' drt>I» away from under the I MlSS Florence Corbett
visiting at bit of their vacation and think of a
deck, the auxiliary steering gear is
It would be furnishing information t__
(___ ___ __________.
the home of her brother Myron Cor- ionely light keeper
I apprecia’e
manned, the ammunition hoists start to possible enemies to state how much feet of its busy residents, and the bett of Waterville.
very much.
world
slips
sideways
and
rolls.
grinding, the captain and navigator time this drill required. The per
George Farris came across in tits
I have already written to Capt.
White tablecloths appear on the
disappear into the conning tower, the centage of hits made and other de
boat the Fish Hawk with 14 thou Wincapaw and Atlriel U. Bird and
ward
room
table
and
clean
white
chief engineer goes below, the anti tails of military value, are also barred
sand pounds of mixed fish.
thanked them for the Christmas
aircraft gun crews take up their sta from publication. These are military chair covers adorn the chairs. Busy
Percy Dennison of Brooklin. for bundle so will only mention that it
little
Tagalogs
from
Manila
and
Bations on the boat deck, the senior sur secrets, carefully guarded.
Nor
merly of Cutler visited at the Light was caught or rather watched by
geon and the dental officer hurry to should it be mentioned Just what par tangas, who have doffed their blouses Station. His brother Fred took him
George R. Blethen substitute keeper
for clean white and stiffly starched
their dressing stations, the compressed ticular battle practice
a C llC C this
iril.S Ihas
l a S been.
D C v ii.
. HnTDP ^ s iin H u v
while I was gone. Yes. my wife and
Climbing
up
the
ladder
from
the
coaW'
stru88ie
“>
Put
the
wooden
\
Tr
£
air connections cough out their test
Mr and Mrs. Willie W. Corbett I spent ten days in Portland: the
middle
dressing
station
the
dental
rarks
on
thc
table
which
keeP
the
and the two turrets revolve to swing
received a nice card from W. O first time in eight years that we have
the muzzles of the big guns out over officer steps out for a breath of air. food and dishes from sliding off onto Fuller.
spent Christmas off a light. We en
the
deck,
the
officer
of
the
deck,
cornthe side in carefully timed readiness. The ship's decks are strewn with
• • • •
joyed every minute of it. We spent
p o w d e r, y e llo w ish -w h ite g r a m s h a lf in «
w a lc h ' ha5 Pa sse d t h e w ord
Thc Cuckolds
the week with Mr and Mrs. Charles
» « th e r ; five
Everybody is crisp and efficient and as big as a match. Little knots of t0 look ou‘ for
' L. Knight at their home in WoodAt the present writing the
the dental officer as he drops down smoke-begrimed men are digging the bells echo down from the deck above,
fords. Thc last time we had been
signal is in operation for snow.
to his place in the middle dressing cotton from their ears and discussing and dinner is served.
Afterward everybody sits around
Harold Seavey and family are with them at Christmas the children
station takes a swift look around, re the shooting. A group of junior of
ceives the reports of his men, unlocks fleers is congratulating a lieutenant1and b u s s e s the days shooting. It spending five days' leave of absence were little—this time both girls are
young ladies with fine young men
his bandage locker, sees that his whose turret had done exceptionally has t>€cn a good i°b' wed done- and at Cape Newagcn.
friends and the boy is field manager
.
|
everybody
is
satisfied
with
the
record
Ralph
Gray
is
subbing
during
the
stretcher bearers
are properly well. The spotting airplane is circ
in Skowhegan for the Fuller Brush
absence of Harold Seavey.
equipped and instructs his talker to ling overhead waiting for the ship to which has been made.
Company. Some lad too. He has a
Later,
the
men
in
their
hammocks
Keeper
Foss
wishes
to
thank
Edi
report the station manned and ready. slow down and make a "slick" on the
It is hot in the middle dressing sta leeward side, so that it can land in | and the officers in their bunks sleep tor Fuller for the beautiful card he car and took us for a number of
rides, on errands and to see the
tion. A mass of pipes for air, water, the water and be hoisted aboard. T h e ! Peacefully, with the green seas thun-1 received from him in Florida
Keeper and Mrs. Foss were at beautiful lighting effects around and
steam, etc., cross and criscross over sea is still high and vlsability has | dering down on the decks where
head and mess tables whose legs are lessened. There are fast moving | the,r comrades on watch, carry on in Boothbay Harbor one day last week near the city. He was also able to
folded up, swing back and forth on clouds overhead and the wind whines 1 the roarln8 night. The thum p of the shopping. While there they called take us to see my mother who is
propellers, subconsciously counted, on ex-Keeper Mr. and Mrs. Staples j spending the winter in Bath. The
their steel hangers at every roll of in the taut wire rigging.
the ship. Huge electric generators
Hatches are being opened to venti records the welcome fact th a t 14 knots and had dinner with them. Mrs - folks in Bath were some surprised
buzz, their whirling copper coils late the ship and canvass covers is being logged on the homeward trip Meuse and children are there from , and pleased to see us and we had
Burnt Island light station and we dinner with my mother. It seemed
gleaming in the light of the emerg lashed in place to give protection —and tomorrow is another day.
| queer to see our folks gifts and trees
G. H. Are j all had a grand time.
ency battle lanterns. The clang and from the flying spray. Long lines of
;
• . . •
j again. Wc used to go every Christ
clatter of busy winches hoisting am fire hose spurt streams of water
mas afternoon and see the folks. I
E M E R Y WOOSTER'S V IE W
munitions from the magazine belo-.v around the bare feet and rolled up
A VOICE IN THE NIGHT
think the prettiest tree and door
unites with the machinery of the trousers of the men swabbing down
(For Thc Courier-Gazette)
decoration
I saw in Portland was
North
Haven,
Jan.
28.
turrets in a humming undertone to the littered deck. The ship slows
Can this be the m urm ur of mountains
That breaks through the night on my that at the Knight's. Their tree was
the voice of the talker at the voice down perceptably and little schools Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ear.
beautiful and had a beautiful blue
It seems like a good suggestion to | This strange
— the. green
_
yet familiar roaring
tube as he stands awaiting orders, of flying fish break from
star on top and a great many blue
an emergency telephone strapped to water under the ship's bows and ! Put a" tde "sit down strik e rs' t o i l eagerly wondering hear?
1 work in the flood area if they a r e ' j*,,,,,
it tell how the bleak blasts of lights. It had silver, green, red and
his head and shoulders.
glitter in tropic sun.
blue icicles and the light shining on
really true Americans, which 1 doubt I
winter
A hush falls over the compartment
,
,
Assail with their fierce Icy might
them gave a wonderful effect. Theii
very
much.
But
perhaps
they
could
Those
heads
up-reared
to
the
heavens
Below
decks
again
in
the
ward
room
—the lull of the storm. In a moment
earn enough to eat and save a life close vetted from my eyes by the night? window in the door had a large
the peaceful picture of a ship at sea is a world that has every appearance
Or is It the voice of the valley
wreath and twined in the green were
will toe transformed into a crashing of being covered with freshly fallen worth double their own.
Low whispering to heaven above
eight lights of different colors, and
Emery Wooster.
Of snowdrifts white on Its bosom
inferno. Instinctively the men brace snow. Snow that is composed of
Embracing the meadows with love?
each light had a star of celluloid the
themselves for the shock and all eyes small flakes of white paint cracked
"Do
you
think
a
woman's
place
is
May
it
be
the
fretting
of
forests
I
color
matching the bulb behind it.
and
shaken
off
from
the
steel
bulkare turned upward for a last assurance that there is nothing above; heads by the concussion and recoil in the home?
; yet^niurm urlng^d'rcam i6 of Vhe spring-j A t
th ey l°ked lllce stars and in
their heads'which can toe shaken loose, 1of th e guns. Carpenters are reat-J "Occasionally,” said Mr. Meekton.
time
| the day they showed just stars and
When a gain will their glory unfold
the bulbs did not show; only nestled
Then the order. "Stand By" resounds taching imirrors from the walls from “Somebody has to come around once
which
they
were
removed
before
th
e
'
in
a
while
and
see
that
the
folding
®u‘u*
h
^"„e
s
m™oui°Em
away8
m<,anlng
i
against the green
through the ship.
Everyone was very busy Christmas
firing started. Electricians are r e - ' bed is made up and the dishes , TO visit In dream by the ocean
“W ham!''
The home of my childhood's fair day.
Eve
so Posie and I went to the
placing
light
bulbs
and
wires.
The
i
washed."—Washington
Star.
The ship drops suddenly under
movies to see Shirley Temple and
-------------------; I stand once again on the threshold.
-----------------foot. hurled a igood three feet to port F irst Lieutenant's gang is removing j
Automobiles washed, expert work- ofI'thel°hV1aviiynheavitngntAt°antic
got home about 11. The girls worked
by the terrific impact of the recoil. steel battleports and letting a little
breasted shore till late and the boys too so as we
The steel beds in the compartment daylight into the place. Forgotten I men, power washer, 99c. Fireproof Loud pounding hls rock
Allison M Wntts
had two turkeys Maude was cooking
rattle and shiver, ifnd every man breakables have been broken and Garage Rockland.
157-13
Jamaica, Vt.

Captain “ Pat" now laces problem of constructing clipper models in new stream-lined "Steinie" bottle.

APTAIN PATRICK TAYLEUR. bitch-biking, teaching and demon ; bottles are not so well littedTo Capretireu master of strating the construction of clipper tain ’Pat's" arL In particular, the
■all and pastmaster in the ancient models. He does It as a hobby to 1new Steinie bottle, with the same
' capacity but a full three lncbea
art of ship-model building in bottles, keep the old traditions of wind and shorter than the old-style standard
sail alive, and hundreds of boys
faces a new problem Clipper ships havt profited by his iustrn lions and beer bottle, is loo small for a fullwon’t fit Into the new Steinte bot salty enthusiasm.
rigged ship of a size worthy of buildtles for beer now ln wide use by
But “old ships In new bu.ties'* is I ing.
American brewers.
The new bottles an as different
| another matter While the art of
Since 1921, when he retired. Cap glass blowing is older than the art from the old as steam from sa lt
tain "Pat" spends bis summers of ship-building, the new designs of Makes It tough for Captain “Pat**!

C 80-year-old

one the night before so we could
have It for supper Christmas night
and would you believe It ten of us
sat down and had a turkey supper
at midnight. I think without excep
tion it was the best supper I ever
tasted. We all enjoyed it better than
we did Christmas dinner. Just as we
were ready to sit down Charlie's
nephew John Newbegin who is work
ing in Rumford came in and he sat
down with us. He was leaving in the
morning for Hartford. Conn, where
he was spending his vacation. Next
day we had breakfast and then
Charlie acting as Santa passed out
the presents and what a wonderful
time we had. Maude had to have
the whole of the dining room table
to hold hers We even received some
too although we did not think that
Santa would know where to find us.
All good things come to an end but
memory—what a precious thing it is
—we will relive those days over and
over again.
While in Portland we made an 
other attempt to get to Cape Eliza
beth and aside from being nearly two
hours late and frozen to death we
made it. Mr. Elliot had the best of
us as he had a nice warm car to wait
in. We had a wonderful dinner and
a most enjoyable time. We were so
cold when we got there that we did
not go out to see the places of Inter
est or the other keepers, but we are
going to try in the spring and see if
we can't get there in good order and
see the folks there. We are very glad
that Mrs. Elliot has her bath room
and it is a very pretty one too. We
hope to entertain them at the Nubb’e
next summer.
• • • •
When wc got home we had 18
packages and 119 cards waiting for
us We had a grand time opening
them.
I was very much interested In an
article in thc Bangor Daily News of
a recent issue. It was written by
Henry Buxton and was a write up of
our Lighthouse Author, Robert
Thayer Sterling. He told about a
luncheon at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lincoln Colcord in Searsport
where he and Mr. Sterling were
guests. Mr Colcord is an author too
so it was a gathering of congenial
spirits. Keeper Sterling was born on
Peaks Island in Casco Bay in 1876.
son of Captain Josiah Sterling Jr.
who at the age of 18 became Captain
of a fishing schooner going to the
Georges, and was wont to tell in
later years of the time he was out in
the October gale of 1851 which sen!
dozens of fishing schooners to the
bottom from the Gulf of St. Law
rence to Portland. Captain Sterling
brought his schooner into Casco Bay
under bare poles with the aid of a
well known light in a cottage on
Bailey's Island. He was telling this
story in 1907 to a group of old friends
when he said. “Just a minute" but
th at minute was his last. He died in
his chair as most sea faring men like
to die. with his boot» on. A grand
passing.
Keeper Sterling has been in the
Lighthouse Service 23 years. In 1912
he passed a civil service examination
for the light service with a rank of
98 per cent and on Sept. 3, 1913 was
sent to Ram Island Light. Later he
went to Duck Island and then to
Seguin and in 1918 to Cape Elizabeth
and in 1928 he transferred to P ort

land Head, where he is now assistant E verett Mastin and Daniel Farns! worth the best of luck on their trip
keeper.
Keeper Sterling in his recent leave ■to help the people th a t need help in
of absence visited with Captain j the flood.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sawyer re
Parker Hall of Sandy Point probably
the oldest coaster captain in active turned Friday to Baker Island after
service on the Maine Coast. Cap j spending two months at Petit Ma
tain Hall has never been known nan Light station with Mrs. Sawyer's
to admit his age Dut it has been sister. Mrs William Lockhart
Lucille spent Sunday with her par
estimated to be anywhere between 75
and 90 years. I am well acquainted ents, Keeper and Mrs. Frank Faulk
with the Captain. I have never ingham.
snipped with him but have been in
company with him while coasting.
W HITEJ4EAD
Whenever he is in Bath he always
Orland Pettigrew has returned to
calls on my half-brother Captain
*the Coast Guard Station after spendMilan O. Leonard. I met him there
' ing 15 days leave in Buck's Harbor
two years ago. Captain Hall was al
; Lawrence Norton, who has been
ways considered a smart captain.
!confined to the house by the measles,
If we don't get lost we are hoping
to go out and see the Famous Light !is able to be out again.
Mrs. Laurence Norton and daughat Portland Head. I have often seen
*ter have returned from the Knox
it from the sea but think I would
like a close up of it. We are glad Mr. IHospital.
Wilson Carter, Orland Pettigrew,
Sterling is doing so well with his new
and Ernest Harmon left Wednesday
book
for Cranberry Island Coast Guard.
I had a birthday this week and
They will remain there until the re
was surprised to hear my name on
turn of the Coast Guardsmen who
the radio that I had won an M.&M
have gone from th a t station to the
Birthday cake and in due time re
flood area.
ceived it. The Misses Shirley Coupe
Mrs. George Stover and daughter
and Shirley Adjutant of the Beach
Patsy of Baltimore, Mrs. J. W. Kelley
came down and helped me cut it.
of Chatham. Mrs. A. E. Hall and H.
Beside other presents Posie gave me
H Andrews of Hartford, who were
The Book of Old Ships by Henry B.
called home by the serious illness of
Culver and Gordon Grant. So all in
their father, H. W. Andrews, have
all I had a nice birthday. Oh yes I
returned to their respective homes.
had two cakes, my wife made me
Mrs. Stover remained here four
one and she made ice Cream too and
weeks.
when she went to freeze it found
Mrs. A H. Calder and two chil
that the freezer had never been un
dren of Portsmouth. N H.. are visit
packed where w packed two years
ing her father. H W. Andrews while
ago.
j Mr Calder is called to Indiana on
Sambo Tonkus has been in poor
: flood relief with the U. S. Coast
health this winter but hope now he
; Guard. Mr. Calder has charge of 8
will pick up again. He has lost about
j boats and 32 men
six pounds. Considering he is 12
A daughter was born to Mr. and
years old, suppose we must expect it.
Mrs. Lawrence Norton at Knox Hos
• • • •
pital Jan 18 The little one has been
Mt. Desert Rock
I named Eleanor Marie.
The Tender Hibiscus called at this
Little Jimmie Elwell who has been
station Jan. 20 bringing Mr. Stuckert
who remained until Saturday after ill at the home of his grandmother,
noon. We had a call from Mr. has recovered and was taken to his
Sampson. The Tender returned Fri home in Rockland by his father. Cliff
day and took Mr. Stuckert to Port Elwell.
Mrs. Allon Cheney of Great Duck
land.
We were surprised when we got a Island Light is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
call from Mr. Wagner the machinist Carlton Anderson at Spruce Head.
who is on Petit Manan We enjoyed
Mr. Wagner while he was here, last
fall installing new engines.
This has been a beautiful winter
so far at the Rock. We are all well,
but folks ashore seem to be getting
their share of sickness.
The pair of ducks given Mrs Quinn
by Mrs. Darrell Mann of Great Duck
Island, have become such pets, that
we can't kill them. They like to go
for a swim but always come back.
We got the lovely box of magazines
that the Days from Egg Rock sent
us. Thanks Henley and Celia.
• • • •
B a k e r I s la n d

Saturday morning found this
Island blanketed with the first real
snow storm for the year of 1937. It
certainly was a pretty picture.
William Faulkingham is a splen
did mail man. When the bar drains
he makes his trips and reports the
exercise is great.
Lighthouse Tender Hibiscus passed
this station Friday at 12.30 p. m
Keeper Faulkingham wishes the
Offleer in Charge from Cranberry
Island Coast Guard Station, Elmer
Farnsworth. Payson Tucker. Calvin
Alley, Gilbert Whitney, Ephie Alley.
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BEbPMUS TO Au. THE LODGES
IM TOWU AklO HUSTLES AROUUO
TUWM AU. (MY, TR.YDJG TO BE
WOTICEO*THE OTHER FEUOW
POES HIS AOVEftnSltJtr HJ
OUR. NeUSPAPER, AMO DEVOTES
A U . WIS T IM E TO LOOKIMG,
AFTER HIS STORE, AMD HES '
-MAKIM& TWICE THE AtOMEY y

